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I Did Not want to be the First

FILL THOSE EMPTY SEATS
offering open return tickets to
British
TelAirways
Aviv for are
as little
currently
as one
hundred and twenty five pounds plus
tax. There is no more stark symbol of
the disaster that is unfolding. Even with
a huge reduction in the number of
flights, the remaining seats cannot be
filled except by giving them away.
Never before, in eighteen years of
publishing MANNA, has the editorial
been written so close to publication
date. Yet it is almost inpossible to be
sure about the way the situation will
look in only ten day's time let alone in
ten weeks or ten months. V\/hich is not
special pleading on behalf of the editor
but a graphic illustration of the notknowing which characterises the
present. The political pundits and
journalists are not only unable to
second guess even the immediate
future but are more unsure about how
to understand what is going on at
present than ever before. So is a shellshocked and depressed Israeli public.
So, one suspects, are the politicians.
Is this the beginning of a new and
hopeless period of bitterness, struggle
and bloodshed, the end of all hope for
peace for a generation at least? Is this
the birth-pang of peace, the deep
darkness immediately before the
dawn? Or is this just another episode in
the never-ending saga of Israel, the
Palestinians and the Middle East?
Never before can we remember a
situation, which was so difficult to call,
and in which public, pundits and
politicians alike were united in that
uncertainty.
Will Clinton succeed in making his
Presidency memorable for brokering
peace between Israel and the
Palestinians? Will he at least gain a
worthwhile agreement to guiding
principles? Will it be a straight Barak
versus Sharon contest? Will Sharon
really win? What will that mean? What
will the future hold in a Middle East
where the leadership of virtually every
key party has changed or will change
in a relatively short period of time?
The unknowing goes much deeper
than unpredictability.
What does it all mean? Does it mean
that years of occupation have fmally
destroyed
any
possibility
of
compromise and sharing or does it
mean that there never was any
possibility that the Arab world would
accept a compromise, a Palestine west
of the Jordan split between a Jewish
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and a Muslim State?
Is there a genuine and honest vision
of a Palestinian entity which consists
of part of the land and which accepts
the enduring reality of a Jewish State
in the rest of the land? Is there a Jewish
vision of a complementary sharing
which is capable of renouncing the
claim to places with evocative biblical
names? Is there a vision of a Jewish
State which is compatible with
Muslims and Christians living fully
and equally within the borders of that
State? If there are such visions can
they be sustained in the face of those
who do not share those respective
visions? Are they achievable and are
there leaders both willing and capable
of delivering them?
We wish there was some way of
representing in print the resounding
silence from all those who simply don't
know the answers and tremble.
Which brings us back to the disaster
of seats at knock down prices from
London to Tel Aviv and no flights from
Manchester.
There are still some passengers on
the planes. Those who display
undiminished commitment to Israel, to
the Jews of Israel and to the Zionist
dream. They are determined to show
solidarity at this tine of crisis - even if
that involves a certain physical risk
to themselves. They are detemiined
to
challenge
the
constant
misrepresentation of the situation in
the media in Britain and to fight the PR
battle which is being fought with more
and more expertise on the other
side. We genuinely applaud their
commitment and thank God that
without them the planes would be
almost completely empty.
But they pay a price. The price for
the unswerving commitment is the
sacrifice of perspective, the perspective
that we Diaspora Jews need to bring the perspective which insists that there
are two stories, two visions, two faiths
both capable of great nobility and great
moral blindness.
The empty seats and the unneeded
flights have been vacated by the
majority of British Jews and by an even
greater majority of American Jewry.
They have an increasing sense that
Israel has played its hand with less
than outstanding skill and, even worse,
without an outstanding sense of
commitment to the rights, not just of
Palestinians under occupation, but of
Israeli Arabs as well. The prospect of

Ariel Sharon, with his record in Gaza
and Lebanon, fills them with alami and
foreboding. The fear for the future is
heightened by the replacement of
Clinton by Bush. The perspective,
though often unbalanced by the
experience of the complexities that
living in Israel reveals, is a helpful
perspective and corrective to those
whose Zionist love is often coupled
with an uncritical passion that few in
Israel themselves share.
But they don't travel. Their seats are
empty. The price for the perspective is
a distancing which will ultimately
prove one of the major aspects of the
disaster itself. For we Jews are not
neutrals and a distant neutrality is
neither helpful to the situation nor true
to ourselves. We are part of the Zionist
dream. We have spoken about it,
encouraged it, supported it and prayed
for it. We are irrevocably wedded to
the idea that a Jewish State is possible,
desirable, essential. We have lived
almost every moment of its existence.
We have helped build religious
institutions
there.
We
have
incorporated the `Israel experience'
into every aspect of our education and
the education of our children.
As Jews we have ethical values and
principles which are of the utmost
importance. As Progressive Jews, we
have, in many cases, deliberately
cultivated deep relationships with
Muslims and real sympathy for Islam
and Islamic teaching. Of that we have
reason to be proud.
But we are Jews not Muslims. We
have a dream that is a Jewish dream.
We have a vision which stems from
our place within the Jewish people. We
have a story which is our story. Though
we are morally obligated to try to
understand the dream, the vision and
the story of others and that
understanding is one of the things that
we can bring to this particular situation,
we must never lose sight of the fact
that at the heart of the present crisis in
the Middle East is our dream, our
vision and our story. We must offer
perspective but never at the expense of
commitment. Lofty detachment and
smug occupation of the moral high
ground will not do. We need to fill the
empty seats and couple justified
criticism and essential moral strictures
with personal comlnitment and loving
understanding. Whatever the situation
reveals by the time this editorial is

publishedl

but we could also see ourselves as

Two years ago, as the result Of a private
Member's initiative, the Government
proposed an armial National Holocaust
Day. A certain ambivalence existed within
the British Jewish conununity towards the
proposal but support was given and the
Government decided to press ahead. The day
will be marked fior the first time on January
27th 2001. MANNA asked a number Of
figures within the coirununity f;or their views,
now that the proposal has become a reality.

COPING WITH

HOLOCAUST DAY
NEVER ENOUGH

Arrita Lasker
Wallfisch
27th January, the day of the

IN liberation
1998,of Auschwitz,
WHEN wasTHE
flrst
decreed as a day of commemorating
the victims of National Socialism, the
eminent historian, Yehudah Bauer,
addressed the German parliament.
With superb lucidity and complete
absence of bitterness or animosity he
outlined the uniqueness of the
Holocaust and, at the same time, the
futility of claiming `first place', so to
speak, vis-a-vis all the other genocides
that have taken place since. At the end
of his speech he said ". . . to remember
the Holocaust is but a first step. To
learn from it and teach it and
everything that happened in the Second
World War in the way of racism, antisemitism and xenophobia is the next
responsible step . . ."

2

survivors rather than victims and
frontline fighters against all genocides
and,
for that matter,
against
discrimination of any kind.
There are also doubts about the name
`Holocaust Day.' Should that day not be

dedicated to all the genocides that have
taken place in the last century. I tend to
aoree.

But the word `Holocaust' has become
a by-word for mass murder. It will be
up to educators to teach that it is truly
without precedent. Whilst genocides
normally happen in specific areas, the
genocide of the Jews was envisaged as
universal and happened in the middle
of
`civilised'
Europe.
It
was
premeditated in every detail and
administered
with
the
most
sophisticated technology.
These are the facts that permit the
Holocaust to be compared with other
genocides and serve as a warning.
That England, a country that was
neither invaded nor occupied by the
Germans,
has
recognised
the
importance of having a day dedicated
to this mega human tragedy, gives me a
great deal of hope.
It may have taken half a century after
the event but we now have two
Holocaust Museums in this country,
`Beth Shalom' near Nottinghaln and the

Imperial War Museum. Do not let us
forget that both these ventures were
conceived by people who are not Jews.
For the thousands of schoolchildren
and adults who will visit them, the
Holocaust will cease to be something
that happened in the deep and distant
past that no longer concerns us.
An official day of remembrance will

be a confimation of that fact.
Last, but by no means least, there was
the International Forum on the
Holocaust in Stockholm last year,
attended by leading statesmen - not
Jews. Here are two points of an eightpoint declaration made there by
important
representatives
of
goverrments: . .
. . . The magnitude of the Holocaust,

I was not only surprised but
dismayed to lean that quite a number
of Jewish people are against a

plamed and carried out by the Nazis,
rrmstfor ever be seared in our collective

Holocaust Day in this country. One has
to ask why.
It seems to be the fear of too high a
profile and of increasing anti-semitism.
Do we really still feel that we must keep
a `1ow profile' and not attract too much
attention? A `low profile' has never
changed the minds of anti-semites and
surely attention can also be attracted in
a positive way. Or is it fear of being seen
as etemal victims? Yes, we were victims

who defied the Nazis and sometimes
gave their own lives to protect or rescue

memory. T'he self less sacrif eces Of those

the Holocaust's victi:ms, in,ust also be

inscribed in our hearts. The depth of
that horror and the heights of their
heroism can be touchstones in our
understanding Of the hainc[n capacity
for evil and f;or good.
. . . We share a coiirmritment to

encourage the stlldy Of t]le Holocaust
in all its dinensions. Tile w7ill promote
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education about the Holocaust in our
schools cued universities . . .

To my mind, there can never be
enough reminders of how precarious
relations are between the various
members of the human race I

I argued

against the

ANITA WALLFISCH I.a cz sc/rvJ.vor o/
Ausclowitz and Belsen.

proposals f ;or

a National
Holocaust Day on

the grounds that the
Jewish coryununity

already has a
memorial day Of its

own -two if you

countYom
ALBATROSS?

Hashoah czs we// czs

Jonathan Romain
Tisha b'Av. 77%y
trepidation at being misunderstood.

IWRITE
Let me spell
WITH
out, therefore,
GREAT
that I
am the son of a Holocaust survivor and
that I say haddz.s% every year for those
of my family who did not survive that
terrible period.
I am 100% in favour of the Jewish
communityrememberingtheHolocaust
and we do so every year at Maidenhead
Synagogue in a special memorial
service which includes lighting six
candles.
Nevertheless, I argued against the

proposals for a National Holocaust Day
on the grounds that the Jewish
community already has a memorial day
of its own - two if you count Yo773
Hashoch as wdi as Tisha b'Av. TNky
does the British population at large need
a special day ? It is not as if Britain was
a perpetrator of the Holocaust and
requires an armual act of penitence.
The government did say that the day
would include the sufferings of others
- be it the history of black people or
recent attempts at genocide such as in
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does the British

population at large
need a special day?

|t is not as if
Britain was a
perpetrator Of -the

Holocaust and

requires an anmal
act Of penitence.

Rwanda or Kosovo. But by naming the
day in a way associated by most people
with the Jewish tragedy, it inevitably
focuses on Jewish tribulations and may
lead to criticism of being overconcemed with Jews, whereas no-one
has a monopoly on tragedy.
Now that the day is going ahead, I
feel reluctantly obliged to support it.
The problem is that it was a political
decision taken centrally at Westminster.
Although there was a process of
consultation, in reality it was very hard
for anyone to argue against such a
memorial day without seeming
insensitive or prejudiced. The result is
that many local boroughs do not have a
burning enthusiasm for observing the
day and are uncertain as to what to do.
The Jewish community, with firsthand experience of its own tragedies
and its awareness of the traumas faced
by other minorities, can be of assistance
in a range of ways: providing readings
forpublicceremonies,discussiontopics
for schools, interviewees for local radio,
material for local newspapers,
programmes to enable different
minority communities to reach out to
each other, ways of assisting nonEnglish speaking immigrants to
integrate into local life and rituals for
multi-faith services.
We also need to be aware of the
possible problems that may arise. One
is that, despite official backing, the day
will be greeted with apathy by the
public at large and lead to a message of
indifference. The pitifully small annual
attendance at the Hyde Park memorial
even by London Jewry offers few
grounds for optimism.
A second is that it might be unhealthy
if schools portray Jews just as victims
and develop an image that is at odds
with both history and current realities.
Let us be known not for how much we
have suffered but for how much we have
achieved and for our contribution to
British life.
A third problem is that some may
contrast the sufferings of the Jews in
the Holocaust with the general
perception of Palestinians being
oppressed by Israelis. Some might
adduce: "why commemorate Jewish
sufferings if they are being so brutal
now to others?" In the eyes of many,
David was once Jewish, whereas now
he is Palestinian and Goliath is the Jew.
These potential pitfalls should not
stop us trying to make the best of the
opportunity presented by the day and
to ensure that the vow uttered in 1945
`Never again" applies to everyone. Yet
we should also appreciate that there is
Continued on next page

a real danger of the day inadvertently
scoring a massive own-goal and
becoming an annual albatross around

our necks I
RABBI DR JONATHAN ROMAIN, wrz.fer
and broadcaster, is minister Of Maidenhead
Synagogue.

burden". The current debate about the
statues in Trafalgar Square is proof.
Drained of vitality, they've become
empty tributes to the institutionalised
great and good.
A special day can suffer the same
fate. Even in Israel, yo7# ffczsfeoczfe does

not have the shared, universal meaning
which
a
national
day
of
commemoration is designed to create.
S ephardic immigrants and Arab-Israelis
have different, almost certainly
dissonant memories and reactions -not
unlike the black Bronx schoolchildren
who cheered when they watched
` Schindler's List' .

Ewen in Israel

Yon Hashoah c7oes

not have the
shared, universal
USE IT BUT . . .

meaning which a

Ame Karpf

national day Of

corrmemoration is
TMx:;I?r:a:Fy:D:ayaHft!arTl:h:aA:T;|S:
Irving trial began in London. That is
no coincidence. The day provides one
sort of answer to the question of how
Holocaust denial can be challenged.
Instead of legislation to make it illegal,
a Memorial Day tries to supply
educational methods for countering the
Holocaust deniers.
Though I understand the motives, I
am still not persuaded by the means. Is
an officially-designated day the best
way of remembering an event? It is one
thing in Israel where yon fJczsfeoczfe, the

annual day of Holocaust remembrance
is, for obvious reasons, an important
part of collective mourning. But in
Britain, whose connection with the
Sfeo&fe is less direct, institutionalising

the day may actually serve to promote
the process of forgetting.
The Holocaust scholar James Young,
whting about Holocaust memorials, has
argued that "once we assign
monumental form to memory, we have
to some degree divested ourselves of the
obligation to remember. In shouldering
the memory-work, monuments may
relieve viewers of their memory
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designed to create.
Almost inevitably, I fear, a Holocaust
Memorial Day will bring on an attack
of shared sanctimony. Even in the
Department for Education and
Employment education pack, although
prepared by an impressive team of
Holocaust educators, the platitudes are
inescapable. The pack also adopts the
Spielberg agenda of using the Holocaust
to teach liberal values. I agree that
children should be taught to challenge
racism and appreciate difference but the
notion of `lessons to be learned' from
the Holocaust turns me seriously
queasy.
The historian Peter Novick has
argued that ``if there are, in fact, lessons
to be learned from history, the
Holocaust would seem an unlikely
source . . . because of its extremity.
Lessons for dealing with the sorts of
issues that confront us in ordinary life,
public or private, are not likely to be
found in this most extraordinary of
events". By all means teach children to

cherish each other but why have
recourse to the Holocaust to do so?

Bracketing the Rwandan and
Bosnian genocides with the Sfeoofe - as
the Holocaust Memorial Day does - is
equally problematic, not because it
disturbs the notion of the Holocaust's

uniqueness - that most spurious and
sterile of debates - but because it is
doubtful that the factors which these
distinct atrocities share c;ggJ]e boiled
down to a set of neat, progressive

maxims.

/

One assumes tEar Holocaust
Memorial Day will be primarily
directed at children. But what of their
parents? Let us not forget that antisemitism actually increased in Britain
during the Second World War, with
many subscribing to the Joyce Grenfell
belief that "there's something a bit uncosy about a non-Aryan refugee in one's
kitchen". And if we're to have an annual
Holocaust commemoration, it must not
idealise the British goverrment either,
whose policy on pre-war refugees and
post-war survivors was riddled with
prejudice and self-interest.
Above all, I am sceptical about a
Holocaust Memorial Day because it
arrives on a wave of Holocaust material.
In a dizzyingly short period, a fifty-year
almost-silence has tuned into an omnipresent obsession. Both distort and each
serves current social needs. As a culture
we have become grave-robbers, raiding
the past for the ethical meanings - of
good and evil - which the present
cannot supply and the Sfeoczfe cannot
support.

That said, the Day is here and has to
be be used. When the Holocaust was
firstincludedinthenationalcurriculum,
it stimulated the creation of a mass of
effective new educational materials.
The commemorative day is providing
fresh impetus. As a daughter of
survivors, I also hope that survivors and
refugees will be involved in public
speaking - they constitute the best
educational aid of all.
At my most optimistic, I hope the day
enhances sensitive teaching about the
Holocaust. But a more realistic
appraisal suggests that, by creating the
conditions through which it becomes
part of official rhetoric, we risk
desensitising future generations to the
Sfeoczfe. In 50 years' time, will there be

schoolfuls of children, chafing at having
to feign sorrow over a distant historical
atrocity? Can you mandate collective

memory?

I

ANNE KARPF is a /.oz/r7za/i.sf, `Jewish
ChroricLe' columnist, and author Of .The Twal
After: Living With The Holocalist' @4lz.nervaJ.
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I FOUND NO `JEWISH' VOTE
N::a;c:1:n¥Wo¥P[a::endd¥:?sCNe:1:hs:t
Mayor. I can begin to look back on the
campaign with a little perspective,
although the intense pace which we
kept up day after day still blends one
event into another and makes it hard to
remember the order of things. I had a
wonderful time. But it was also a time
for leaming about this city and the
complex corrmunities on which it is
built. I was born and brought up in
London. I later lived in the USA for
over 18 years and the campaign was
the flrst time that I really absorbed the
extent of its changes.
"Diversity" is now a defining word
for London. This has long been a city
which has attracted new people from
many different backgrounds. Perhaps
all big cities, especially ports, have a
complex, cosmopolitan character. But
even in the time I spent in New York,
where I never lived but visited often on
business, I had not seen so many selfdefining communities , typically linking
to a particular ethnic or religious
heritage, playing such a crucial role in
shaping the common life. The breadth
of faith communities which have
become deeply embedded in this city
is startling. The synagogue, the mosque
and temple are as unremarkable as the
presence of a church. Post will be
delivered to the Stemberg Centre even
with the wrong address - I have
inadvertently tried it.
What role does the Jewish
community play in the midst of all this
variety? My knowledge of that is
limited. My thoughts are drawn from

Susan Kramer
my campaign experience which means
an eccentric viewpoint. My contact with
the Orthodox community was virtually
non-existent, which I rather regret. My
perspective is also shaped by my
personal background which leaves me
neither inside nor outside the Jewish
community. I am a Jew by heritage as
the daughter of a Jewish mother from
anOrthodoxfamilyinEastemHungary.
But my mother was the child who ran
away from home at the age of twelve.
Although she maintained contact of a
sort, she never returned to her roots, a
break reinforced by the loss of almost
all her family in the Holocaust.
The non-Orthodox community
involved itself intensely in the London
ca.rnpaigr\. The Jewish Chronicle
followed the issues closely and
conducted rigorous interviews with the
candidates including myself. Several
synagogues organised meetings in one
form or another, capped by hustings
at the Sternberg Centre. Three
characteristics distinguished these
meetings from most others in the
campaign. First, the candidates were
almost never asked for anything. The
questionersaskedwhatroletheyandthe
faith communities could play in
improving London. This determination
to contribute was quite extraordinary
and impressed all of us. Second,
candidates were asked questions about
their values, a type of discussion
repeated at meetings organised by the
Christian churches but not elsewhere.

Third, there was little interest in what
could be termed "Jewish" issues. I was
involved in one discussion on
the
significance
of Holocaust
Remembrance Day and once asked
about opening libraries on a Sunday.
Otherwise the concerns were the same
as those I found all across the city transport, police, housing and health.
I suspect that the lack of special
pleading of any kind from the Jewish
community reflects its longevity and its
success. When things need to be done,
like getting co-operation from the
police to tackle hate crine, the Jewish
community knows to whom to talk. It
knows it will be respected and that
things will get done. Asian Londoners,
by contrast and with good reason, are
often very mistmstful of the authorities.
The Jewish community also, whether
by necessity or choice, is used to taking
care of its own. This self-sufficiency
creates the greatest dilemma. Certainly
those who came to the debates and
meetings were not isolationist. The
participation of Jews as individuals in
all political parties and on every
political stage is self-evident. But I did
become more aware during the
campaign of the fact that many Jews
have limited contact with non-Jewish
London and rely on Jewish
organisations rather than the broader
London community to meet their needs.
It would be arrogant of someone who
is not an insider to try to judge how the
Jewish community should manage the
balance between supporting its own
self-identity and contributing to and
identifying with the broader London
community. The city's diversity, I
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believe, leaves room for individuals and
communities to enjoy a very wide range
of responses to that question. We do not
have the American "melting-pot"
concept. Our energy as a cosmopolitan
city draws its strength from people who
have a complex set of identities. In any
audience that I spoke to at a synagogue,
some people would have chosen to
describe themselves as Jewish, some as
Londoners and some as English or
British and various combinations of all
four terms. The key to London is that
any description is equally valid and
everyone deserves the same respect,

protectionandopportunitywhateverthe
identity they choose. I think that the
common link across London is that its
inhabitants have typically come to feel
that diversity is not a source of conflict
but of strength and uniqueness.
There is a risk that if the Jewish
community looks overwhelmingly
inward rather than outward it will not
be heard and its needs will not be met.
New York must offer the example of a
Jewish community that is highly vocal
andpoliticallypowerful,the``mustwin"
vote for any politician, even Hillary
Clinton, and certainly for any NewYork
Mayor. Frankly, I do not have the
impression of such homogeneity of
political views among London's Jewish
community. I do not think anyone can
``deliver" the Jewish vote in London.

Individual members for a variety of
reasons have preferences all across the
political parties. Thinking back to the
questions and comments from voters at
the mayoral hustings, the range of
concerns and views on issues were very
similar to those expressed in other
meetings. Interestingly, black and Asian
communities in London, which once
were assumed to vote en bloc, are
finding that those patterns are also
gradually breaking dour.
Even though there is no powerful
bloc vote, I do not think the needs of
the Jewish community can be ignored.
I know that some people are worried
by the focus on Asian and black issues
that has prevailed since the inquiry into
the death of Stephen Lawrence. But I
think that is to misread the political
agenda - not surp.rising, given our
national press and its taste for soundbites. The changes that have followed
the Lawrence inquiry have recognised
the need to tackle all forms of
discrimination. Prejudice is rarely
selective. As the nail bombings in Brick
Lane and Soho made clear once again,
those who hate pick on every possible
target. In broadening its ties to all
London, the Metropolitan Police has
acknowledged the need not just to
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recruit from the Asian and black
communities but also the need to recruit
from the Jewish community. Passive
discrimination such as thoughtless rules

New York

must offer the
example Of a Jewish

community that is

highly vocal and
politically
powerful, the "rymst

win" vote f;or any

politician, even
Hillo[ry Clinton,

and certainly

for any
Now York Mayor
on Saturday working can be just as
limiting as passive racism.
The Jewish community also
commands attention through its
effectiveness in working as a partner
with government. It really has been
quite humbling for governments to see
the failure of grand state-run
programmes to deal with poverty or the
elderly while the voluntary sector, often
led by the faith organisations, has
tackled problems successfully. The new
London Government reflects a new
respect for faith and volunteer groups.
The GLA is setting up a Civic Forum
comprised of these groups to
influence policy development and
implementation. This is a more explicit
partnership than in the past. These are
early days but I hope that the Jewish
community will be a powerful player
within the Forum which needs its skills.
Faith groups also have a great deal
in common with each other, especially
in their goals and values. I support the
argument for building a common

platform from which the faiths
collectively can more powerfully
engage.the political world. I know that
the Stemberg Centre has been a leader
in this approach. As the Anglican
Church becomes more ambivalent
about its role as an established church
and given the rise of a new, more active

generation of Islamic and Buddhist
leadership, the opportunity to work
together must be increasingly ripe.
Politicians will not always welcome
such a voice. But any democratic
society is strengthened by debate and
the clash of views, not weakened by it.
A reformed House of Lords may
provide a more effective platform for
such a voice to be heard. Many of us
Londoners were fascinated and glad to
see the range of religious leaders who
participated in the Service of
Remembrance at the Cenotaph last
November. It confirmed the extent of
the changes in our society and it
underscores the inportance of the faiths
in representing both our diversity and
our colrmon experience.
One of the excitements of the
mayoral campaign was the breadth of
views and issues with which we became
involved. But for me the world has
narrowed a little since the election. I
accepted a position on the board of the
Mayor's Transport for London. Steve
Norris is there, too, creating a range of
political representation which some find
quite disconcerting. I have special
responsibility for our relationship with
the rail system - rather daunting at the

moment - and, most demanding, for
preparing to take over London
Underground later this year. We very
much hope we will get the Tube intact
and .that the Government will abandon
its plans for partial privatisation. But
while I love being at the coal-face
working on transport problems, politics
is addictive. I remain heavily involved
with the Liberal Democrats in London
and have just been made London
campaign chair. My street pounding in
the next months will be to support
others rather than stand myself. But
there remain too many things in London
I want to change. Don't expect me to
stay away from the campaign trail for
long. The mayoral campaign gave me a
chance to begin to know London's
Jewish community. I am determined
that the dialogue and the engagement

continue I
SUSAN NEARER was ffee fz.Z>erflJ Democrat
cc[ndidate for Mayor Of London. Married and
living in Barnes, South West London, she is a

graduate Of Oxf;ord Ur[iversity and the University Of Illinois and a former Vice-President of
Citibank.

CHANGING GEAR
BUT NOT DIRECTION
Lionel Blue
Rabbi Lionel Blue is arguably the best
known rabbi in Britaj,n. He reached
the lhilestone Of 70 years last year.
MANNA asked Rabbi Blue to reflect
upon reaching three score years and
ten. With characteristic directness
and honesty, Bhae responded with
these very personal notes on death,
dying and ageing.
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anywhere. But when you are
YOU ageing
CAN DIE
the horizon
ANY TIME,
comes
steadily closer and you either decide to
grapple with death or just shrug it
off. I understand the latter attitude
because we do not know how we shall
die, whether from Alzheimer' s or heart
failure, which makes a difference. I
have met secular people who have
died considerately and confidently,
with no great fuss. And I have met
spiritual types who have tried to flee
reality and made a mess of it. There are
no rules about something so personal.
For me it has been important to work
out my attitudes to death and life which
involve some reading, discussion with
hospital chaplains and retreats with
silence, when I try to stand aside from
this world and anticipate death as I do
on yo773 Kzzxp#r. I have come to the

conclusion that this world is not my
home. It is more like the departure
lounge of an aiaport - I enjoy the
excitement of departure lounges. I
make myself as comfortable as I can, I
make friends but it remains a `prozdor'
a corridor to something beyond. I use
the word `beyond' not `after' because
when we die, time and space die with
us. We are in between creations, living
in an in-between world and the
perfection we crave is not here.
People's lives go wrong because they
expect what this world camot give.
What they seek, what I seek, is in
another dimension. I label that
dimension Heaven because that is how
it feels to me. I and probably you too,
experience heaven in the life of this
world. Most of us, perhaps all of us,
have a toehold in it. We should
consider the times when it comes close
to us. It comes close and pulls us
towards it like gravity when we do
something for its sake - for heaven's
sake. Then heaven happens and bits of
bliss and exaltation of spirit remain
with us. Sometimes it draws us quite
unexpectedly and that is an instant of
grace. In such moments many of us are
`foolish' for the sake of heaven, we

give things away; we are more
generous, more understanding, more
loving than is our wont. It is natural to
like people who like us, it is
supematiiral to like people who don't.
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VIork is my best

therapy. I can now
do the kind I want.

I do not have to

It is as simple as that. This is a foretaste
of the life of the world to come. Go
over in your mind the times that this
heaven dimension has happened and
opened out to you. Don't throw them
away or shrug them off, they are not
just imagination. For a few seconds or
minutes the soul is more real than our
body or mind.
Some people, of course, come to this
perception in other ways, aesthetically
or from an encounter with pure truth.
This is what hits us after a Bach
Pczssz.o73 or the beauty and simplicity of

get on or race ray

peers. It hospital I

begin to learn how

to turn waste time
into prime ti,me. AI

night in the ward
when I do not want
to put on the light

or the radio, I
develop my

phantasies from
ndghi-have-beans
into stories and

perhaps a novel.

a mathematical proof.
Now for me, religion has taken the
fomi of an inner conversation. I do not
believe in it, I trust it because, over the
years, it has not led me into cloud
cuckooland but into common and
uncommon sense.. Death for me means
a meeting with Whomsoever
Whatsoever and I'm looking forward
to it. Having suffered from depression
and anxiety attacks in much of my life
- they seem to be easing off in older
age - what comes after or beyond
might be a relief. Anyway, I'd like to
get on and I am curious. My inner voice
has never been a sadist, though we have
had our ups and clowns, so I am not
bothered by unattractive heavens or
horror film hells.
So death is no great worry. If you
have contemplated in silence it is not

unfamiliar terrain. Working through
my own thoughts on it has helped me
to be much more relaxed about ageing.
The horizon I mentioned does not
loom, it invites. It is worthwhile
contemplating Rembrandt's selfportraits and portraits of old folk. The
outer shell is wrinkled and wearing thin
and this makes the inner light, the
human soul, shine out more luminous.
It is good to reconcile oneself with the
cycle of life of which we are part, death
and new growth which are visible in
every garden and in me.
As for dying, that can be a messy
business. Though I am not too worried
about death, I do not like the pain
which accompanies all transformation.
Fortunately science, which is so often
deprecated, has come along with a
battery of pain-killing drugs and
procedures, the most important of
Coutinued on next page

which are morphine and its derivatives
like heroin. It is worth remembering
that they were given such nice names the god of sleep and the heroine of the
drugs - because they took away death
pains. I do not want to end my life
prematurely, I like experience, but I do
not want to suffer excessive pain and if
not suffering pain involves a less
troubled lingering, so be it. I would
really like to control my own
medication and am pleased this is
happening in a lot of enlightened
hospitals and hospices.
Dying, of course, is very different in
the experience of those who are left
behind. They see it as tragedy or loss.
For the dying person it might not seem
like that. The sensation might even be
pleasant, like going to sleep or going
on holiday. Their tendency is to clutch
and keep the dying person here. The
latter needs silent companionship and
permission to depart, not clutching. In
any case, with the drugs I have
mentioned we shall probably exit on a
drug-induced high. Coming from the
pre-drug generation, I do not know
what this will be like - it could be very
nice. The pain is therefore for the
people we leave behind.
Here are some observations, tips and
stratagems which I have found
important or helpful in old age. I give
them to you as they come into my
mind. I have not got round to sorting
them out.
Since I do not know what the future
holds in this life - as formerly but now
more acutely - it is best to live in the

sex, though preferably the latter and
thank God I have one. If you leave off
your glasses everyone looks younger
and lither. I need somebody to bring
me lemon barley water in hospital, help

Some feel they

not use.

can now wear
what they like.

I spend more time

than I ever used to
on clean clothes,
scented bath salts,
interesting silk ti,es

culled from charity
shops, natty

undervear - not

from ` /es pefz.ts soz.72s' such as matching

needed. I also need someone to help

single socks, cleaning shoes and
making soup - `gczrz)wre'. I also need
something fresh to renew my religion.

me

I need a partner with sex or without
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shops - and
baseball caps.

I do not like

disintegrating.

my

corner

with

irritability - blood pressure glamorising the past which was much
worse than the present with its bugs,
the dole and Hitler and pooh-poohing
new ideas and change. The 20th
century was pretty dreadful and it is
Worse.

culled from charity

fight

Some feel they can now wear what
they like. I spend more time than I ever
used to on clean clothes, scented bath
salts, interesting silk ties culled from
charity shops, natty underwear - not
culled from charity shops - and
baseball caps. I do not like
disintegrating. Some transsexuals I
spoke to on a retreat made me realise
how much must be paid for being
oneself. They impressed me.
Accept being a bigger fish in a
smaller pool.
A lot of vicarious pleasure can be
obtained by watching people in the
concourses of stations, cafe tables by
windows and in supemarkets. It is a
good way to side-step the life of this
world - good practice for the future.
Make allowances for old age

hard to see how the 21st could be

me pack my things and have a cup of
tea for me when I get home. I also need
to do the same in return. I need to feel

less role playing.

insofar as your medication allows.
Have an occasional blow out on
sausages, vegi or carnal, kippers,
gefilte fish - sweet - and florentines.
Remember the Zohar says you will be
called to account for every pleasure

you were permitted to enjoy but did

present, which most of us don't do
enough. I have always lived too much
on future hopes or in past fears.
Keeping to the present requires a reeducation and it is better to start that
re-education before you need it.
Work is my best therapy. I can now
do the kind I want. I do not have to get
on or race my peers. In hospital I begin
to learn how to turn waste time into
prime time. At night in the ward when
I do not want to put on the light or the
radio, I develop my phantasies from
might-have-beens into stories and
perhaps a novel. A novel is something
new for me. It is teaching me a lot
about myself. I also get much pleasure

I have found this by speaking,
entertaining, performing or whatever
term you prefer in the theatre. The
spirituality is more direct and there is

-faster if you are a man than a woman.
Indulge yourself and treat yourself

Thank God for all the things you did
right rather than reminding IIim of all
the things you did wrong. Remember
life is very odd, the universe does not
play cricket and `Don't take it too
heavy, dearie, don't take it too heavy.'
All
friendship
requires
an
investment of attention and time which
is why it is not easy to make new
friends when you are older. Making
friends with God, your soul, your
guardian angel, heaven, requires the
same investment. That is why services
in which I am supposed to say too
much are not helpful. I need short but
regular visits to places where the need
for listening is recognised. The label
for me is not important. Reform
Judaism is my religious home. It is not
my religious prison I ©

the

bureaucracy of care and social service.
Some do it on their own quite
successfully but I am not one of them.
So treasure your friends, especially
if you do not have children. Make sure
you have got some younger ones,
because your own generation is
steadily disappearing over the horizon

RABBI LIONBL BLUE wczs bor7? z.7! I,o7}do#

in 1930. A gradrate Of Oxf:ord Uriverstry and
Leo Baeck College, he served Middlesex New

Synagogue before becoming Convenor Of
RSGB's Beit Din. Co-author of the Reform
Movement's liturgy, he has become nationally
known and loved as a broadcaster and writer.
He dared to call one Of his most recent books
"Bedside Mama: How to get up when life gets

you dour".
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CLASSY EXODUS

Leidwig Mond FRS (around 1890-1960)

Jean Goodman
Some months ago, Rabbi Alexandra Wright officiated in Norfolk
at the fiuneral Of Lady Zuckerman. Widow Of Lord (Solly)
Zuckerman, she was the daughter Of the second Marquis Of
Reading and one Of the last Of a distinguished Jewish fondly. The
late Chaim Bermant, in one Of his finest books, The Cousiwhood,
documents the great Anglo-Jewish families Of the 18th,19th and
20th centuries, marry of which have ceased to
hawe Je:wish cormections. The Rofus Isaacs who
became Readings and the Monds who beccune
Melchetts were closely cormected and we asked

Jean Goodman, their chronicler, to explain wky
families which were once household narmes as
part Of the Je;wish c[ristocracy have vcunished

from the Jewish community.
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A:aF=Tile:oEn:a::e:ecilf:E::s:i:
Islington cemetery overlooking the
North Circular Road in East Finchley.
It is the Mond Mausoleum. For more
than ninety years Jews and non-Jews
alike from the Mond family have been
interred here; united in their final
resting place, if divided in life in their
religious beliefs.

Ludwig Mond, the brilliant German
chemist who arrived in England on a
cattle boat in 1862 ,laid the foundations
for the great ICI industry. He was buried
in the cemetery in 1909 as probably the
Cori:tinued on the next page
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On his first visit

to Israel with
first of his strictly Orthodox Jewish
family to question its beliefs.
"There is only one sensible religion",
he wrote in early adulthood. "It is one
in which nothing is believed that has
not been proved."
Later, the supreme scientist came to
regard the laws and ritual practised by
his ancestors as archaic and unscientific
survivals with no place in the modem
world. He became an agnostic.
In a letter to his cousin Frida, the
schoolgirl to whom he had become
secretly engaged, he wrote;
"There can be no question of a
reasonable religion. To follow a religion
is in itself unreasonable and the only
sensible course is to believe nothing of
which one is not certain."
He thought it was irrational for an
agnostic to insist on a religion for his
children. In due course they should
decide for themselves and no attempt
should be made to influence them. His
sons Robert and Alfred were not
circumcised.
Yet there was no disguising Ludwig
Mond's Jewish origins. A discerning
colleague wrote;
"There have been great chemists who

were not Jews but it so happened that
in the greatest chemist I also found the
greatest Jew . . . In him Judaism had
produced one of its finest examples: all
that is best in Judaism, the `here and
now' as Zangwill put it; the sanctity of
everyday life and work, the sanctity of
the sensuous, of beauty, of art, the
getting the best out of every earthly
thing now, today, the conception of
Charity and Faith and Hope as Sciences
for everyday use instead of virtues to
lead to heaven tomorrow, the
influencing of character through
conduct and not through emotion."
Although Ludwig Mond might spun
his religion until the end of his life, he
was its natural emissary. Eventually his
inherited religious feeling was too
strong to be suppressed. On his deathbed he asked to see a rabbi and arranged
for the Jewish funeral service to be read
at his burial in the plot he had bought
in St Pancras cemetery. One day his
sons would build a fiinily mausoleum
there.
These sons had been educated at
Cheltenham College. Both bad married
non-Jewish girls. But Alfred, the
younger, a professed atheist, had
inherited a deep Jewish feeling and

never regarded hinself as anything but
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Tmeitzmanm he

wrote to his wife
Viiolet: ``1 have

learned much I
didn't Jonow and

which possibly no

one who is not a
Jew will ever be

able to understand,

for it can only be
fat. The hills Of
Judaea are today as

dranatic as in the
days Of the prophcts

and the Lake Of

Galilee smiles in its

beauty as when
Jesus Of Nazareth
walked its shores...

I have never lived
so intensely as a

a Jew although not a practising one.
This feeling was passed on to Eva and
Henry the older of his four children
although all his children, like their
mother, were baptised as Christians.
Meanwhile, in the first days of peace
after the 1914-18 war, Alfred Mond,
then Commissioner of Works, became
passionatelyinvolvedinzionismwhich
led to a close friendship with the RussoJewish chemist Chain Wei2mann, the
future first President of Israel. In
supporting Britain's declared sympathy
with Zionism, Ludwig's son spoke
publicly for the first time in the name
of the Jews. From then on and later as
Minister of Health he publicly
denounced anti-semitism while his
public endorsement of Zionism
developed into a total and passionate

personal cointment.
On his first visit to Israel with
Weizmann he wrote to his wife Violet:
"I have leaned much I didn't know and
which possibly no-one who is not a Jew
will ever be able to understand, for it
can only be felt. The hills of Judaea are
today as dramatic as in the days of the
prophets and the Lake of Galilee smiles
in its beauty as when Jesus of Nazareth
walked its shores... I have never lived
so intensely as a Jew before".
He explained that he had found an
irmer puapose in Jewry and he hoped
she and the children would understand.
Backinghiswordswithdeedshebought
fifty acres of land for a villa in Migdal
by the Sea of Galilee, planted trees there
and plarmed a garden for his retirement.
He secretly vowed to make a fortune of
fifteen million pounds to spend on
bringing Jews to their own country
which he planned to industrialise.
Meanwhile he donated thousands of
pounds to Palestine, passionately told
the world, including America, of his
new-found Jerusalem and became
President of the British Zionist
Federation and head of the Joint
Palestine Survey Committee.
He took his wife and elder daughter
Eva on one of his many visits to
Palestine. Eva was married to Lord
Reading's son Gerald but that first visit
to Palestine changed her life. She spent
her first Passover with a Jewish family
and started to lean Hebrew. When she
asked her father why he had never
encouraged Henry to take an interest in
Zionism he replied; ``This is too big a

Jew bef ore" .

thing to bring into any man's life". Yet
Henry too, a poet who was destined to
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Dr Led:wig Mond (seated), Alfred -first Lord Melchett (standing), Henry Mond (child)

be an industrialist, would come upon
Zionism in his own good tine.
During the next decade Palestine was
the focus of Alfred's life. Elevated to
the peerage as Baron Melchett of
Lanford, he banished the name of one
of the world's greatest chemists to
comparative obscurity declaring; "I
don't want my father's name [Mond].
He made it great. I want my own name".
In Palestine he was, for once, not
treading in Ludwig's illustrious
footsteps. Moreover the country
appealed to both sides of his nature the romantic idealist hampered, he once
said, by an intensely practical and
logical mind. In uniting such opposing
characteristics in a victim of strange
disharmonies, the place gave him an
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imer peace and a sense of fulfilment
he had never known. Suddenly he felt
no sense of compulsion to mould
himself on others. He himself, a Jew,
could be the model.
At last he abandoned his futile lifelong dream, perhaps formed initially in
defiance of his Teutonic father, of being
accepted as an Englishman. He publicly
pledged himself "to concentrate such
strength as remains in my life to the
rebuilding of Palestine and the
development of EreJz HLsrcze/."

Only two years of life remained and
they may well have been lonely years.
Violet eventually came to resent his
passion for Zionism and the Arab press
waged a campaign of personal
vilification against him and his

overwhelmingdualloyalties-toBritain
and to Palestine. He invested more than
£250,000 in Palestine, called meetings
in support of zionism, spoke at several
meetings in America and, when
confined to his sick-bed, gained support
for his cause from several powerful nonJews.
His house at Migdal was finished but

he was denied his one remaining
ambition to spend the rest of his days
there "as a true Jewish philosopher".
The citrus plantations and banana
groves surrounding it on waste land he
had bought from the Arabs were
established as Palestine Plantations.
One day it would be self-supporting and
his property, under the name Tel-Mond
Cohiirmed on the next page
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would be his greatest memorial in
Israel.

He died on Violet's birthday, 27th
December 1930. Following ancient

Jewish ritual, Dr Weizmann and Dr
Maurice Perlzweig, a Liberal minister,
were the first to watch over his body.
Before his interment in the family
mausoleum, Henry recited the

He had been warned not to fly because
of a heart condition. But to travel home
by ship across U-boat infested waters
had become increasingly dangerous.
"If I die I want my children to know

that I died a Jewess" Gwen told Dr
Perlzweig, who was in America at the
invitation of the World Jewish
Congress.

traditional froddisfe over his coflin. He

read from a phonetic text which
Weizmann had sent him. It was the first
time he had spoken Hebrew.
Two years later, Henry attended the
first great Maccabiah - an intemational
sports festival in Tel Aviv - which was
the culmination of his growing interest
in the Maccabi movement with its close
affinity with Zionism. Later, as
Honorary President of British Maccabi,
he found he had a unique incentive to
travel abroad to make contacts and
glean information of vital concern to
Zionism and, as war became more
certain, equally important to Britain.
When the persecution of German
Jews intensified, Henry felt a driving
urge to identify with them and become
a Jew. He discussed this with the Chief
Rabbi, Dr Hertz, and attended a service
attheWestLondonSynagogue.Hethen
approached Dr Perlzweig from the
Liberal Synagogue in St Johns Wood,
who was not encouraging. There was
no missionary movement among the
Jews, he was told and no-one should
contemplate such a step unless, after
long deliberation, he was convinced that
it was absolutely necessary for his
spiritual life and felt he could not live
without Jewish traditions.
However, in July 1933 the Rev Dr
Perlzweig conducted the second Lord
Melchett's conversion to Judaism and a
few days later, Henry underwent ritual
circumcision. Soon afterwards Eva also
underwent a conversion to Judaism. It
seemed brother and sister had arrived
at their decisions independently. Dr
Perlzweig was convinced that both had
been entirely motivated by "centuries
of inherited Jewish conviction."
Eva Reading encountered much
oppositionfromherhusbandandfatherin-law, but Henry's beautiful and
unconventional South African wife,
Gwen, raised no objections. Seven years
later she too converted to Judaism in
dramatic circumstances.
It happened in New York in 1940
where Henry, a member of ICI's Secret
Wit Committee, was his company's
main link with the Maud Committee, a
bodyofeminentscientistsinvestigating
the possible use of the atom bomb. He
was in poor health and Gwen was
worried that he was working too hard.
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Peter, the present
Baron Melchett,

until recently
Executive Director
Of Greenpeace

and an ardent
conservationist

shares much Of
Lndwig Mond's

attitude to life.
Twenty-six years

ago, at the age
Of twerty-six, as
Mi,hister Of State

f ;or Northern
Ireland, he was
the youngest

governmehi
minister
since Pitt.
The Liberal minister was impressed
by her sincerity. He introduced her to
two rabbis who satisfied themselves that
she knew the principles of Judaism and
was embracing it entirely of her own
accord. TI]ree weeks later, at the

Stephen Wise Free Synagogue in New
York, Gwen became a Jewess.
Nevertheless, back in England, all
Henry's attempts to introduce even a
semblance of Jewish ritual into their
home were unsuccessful. Both his sons
had been baptised. But when they went
to Eton he arranged for a rabbi to visit
the College every week to give them
religious instruction. Eventually he
reconciled himself to vesting his
religious aspiration, like all his hopes,
in his elder son.
``Derek is the scientist like his great-

grandfather and Derek is the Jew", he
declared loud and often.
When Derek was nineteen years old
he was married in Church to a fellow
student from Oxford and subsequently
both his younger brother Julian and his
sister Karis also married non-Jews. By
1945 Derek, a lieutenant in the RNVR,
was posted missing presumed killed in
an aircraft accident. Four years later his
father died at the age of fifty. Both their
names along with Gwen, Eva Reading
and her daughter Joan Zuckerman and
Julian are among those engraved in the
Mond Mausoleum.
But with the death of Henry, a
religious belief in Judaism disappeared.
Julian, the third Lord Melchett,
although conscious of his Jewish roots,
was an agnostic and an anti-Zionist. He
believed passionately in the existence
of Israel but, with single-minded
patriotism, felt that Jews should
assimilate and donate to the country in
which they lived.

In turn, his son Peter, the present
Baron Melchett, until recently
Executive Director of Greenpeace and
an ardent conservationist, shares much
of Ludwig Mond's attitude to life.
Twenty-six years ago, at the age of
twenty-six, as Minister of State for
Northern heland, he was the youngest
government minister since Pitt.
"I've always been conscious of
coming from a family that is seen as
Jewish," he said, "but I am firmly an
atheist. I was brought up in the Church
of England but I have never been drawn
to any organised religion.
"I definitely feel a connection with
the role the family have played in Israel
because Greenpeace is active there and
works under the bamer "Greenpeace
Mediterranean".
In this and in many other ways Peter
Melchett conforms to the falnily motto
"Make Yourself Necessary". I
JEAN G00DMAN wczs' bo77z I.71 yordsfez.re a#c7

educated at Malvern Girls' College and King's
College London. An author Of ten books including "The Mond Legaey" and a journalist and
broadcaster, she lives in Norfolk.
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fundamentalist basis, which Louis
Jacobs forthrightly acknowledges?
`None of the traditional halakhists," he
whtes, "ever dared . . . to take issue
with the doctrinal foundation upon
which the halakhic structure has been
raised: the infallibility of Scripture in
its rabbinic interpretation and the
infallibility of the talmudic rabbis as
the sole and final arbiters offecr/czfrfea%."

The
answer
is:
by
means
of interpretations, legal fictions,
circumventions and other casuistic
devices, which maintained in theory
the divine authority of the sources of
the law while in practice modifying
and sometimes even discontinuing its
application.
Of this dynamic tendency, Louis
Jacobs gives innumerable examples,

from Yochanan ben Zakkai, who

HOW CAN WE BE
MODERN AND HALAKHIC
John Rayner
I,oz#.s /acods, A Tree of Life: Diversity, Flexibility
Bind Crea:tiwity in Jewish Lirw, Second Edition, The

Littman Library Of Jewish Civilization; London Portland. Oregon; 2000; ISBN I-874774-48-X;

32+262+38 pp; paperback`

Walter Jacob and Moshe Zemer (eds): Cline alrd
Punishment in Jewish Law: Essays and Responsa;

Berghahn Books, New York-Orford, 1999, ISBN
1-57181-197-4

(alk.

paper);

8+138+2pp;

paperback.
jiabb!. Dr A4losAe Zemer: Evolving Halakhah: A

Progressive Approach to Traditional Jewish Law,

with a Foreword by Justice Hain H Cohn, Jewish
Lights Publishing, Woodstock, Vermont, 1999;
ISBN 1-58023-002-4; 24+378+59 pp; hardback.

to that prodigious part of our
HOW Jewish
SHOULD
heritage
IVE
which
RELATE
consists
of laws and precepts and is known as
%cz/cz4feczfe? Total acceptance is open

only to those who subscribe to its
fundamentalist premise; total rejection
only to those who dissociate
themselves altogether from Jewish
religious life, since that is inevitably
governed to some extent by halakhic
norms. Between these extremes there
is a wide range of intermediate
possibilities, explored in three recent
books of great significance.
One is Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs'

magisterial .4 Tree o/ £z/e, first
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published in 1984 but now re-issued

by the Littman Library of Jewish
Civilization in a second edition with a
new introduction and some additions.
The bulk of the book is a
phenomenally leaned but eminently
readable history of the fecz/cr4feczfe from

its beginnings to the present day.
It
succeeds
magnificently
in
demonstrating the thesis of its sub-title,
that there has been ``Diversity,
Flexibility and Creativity in Jewish
Law". That is to say, it has been
shaped, not only by its internal legal
logic but also by extra-legal influences
and considerations of various kinds.
But how could that be, given its

abolished the biblical trial-by-ordeal of
a suspected adulteress on the ground
that it only applied while husbands
were beyond reproach, to recent
authorities who have found ways of
permitting autopsies, organ transplants
and conversions for marriage.
Those who thus adapted the
fecz/czfrfe¢% to the exigencies of life are

commended by Louis Jacobs for their
courage, brilliance and generally sound
motivation, which "speaks volumes for
their humaneness and liberality".
But what if the fundamentalist
premise on which the system rests is
rejected? That Louis Jacobs does
reject it, he makes very clear.
Fundamentalism, he writes, is "wrong
because it is unhistorical" and because
"it can no longer be denied that there is
a hulnan element in the Bible . . . and
that it contains error as well as eternal
truth." He addresses the question raised
by rejection in the concluding
chapter, entitled `Towards a NonFundamentalist ffcz/czfrfe¢%' and in the

introduction to the second edition,
itself largely a defence of the thesis of
the concluding chapter, which had been
much criticised, and of its re-inclusion
in the new edition.
Here the author's personal view is
clearly stated, namely "that it is both
desirable and possible to preserve the
halakhic system, albeit in a more
dynamic form than in the past." With
that proviso, he asserts, it is capable of
solving all the problems that need to be
solved, with the sole exception of the
problem of the "czmzer, the `bastard'
child of an adulterous union "intolerable within a legal system that
prides itself on its passion for justice"

- to which he devotes a lengthy
appendix.

Continued on next page
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This view, characteristic of
Conservative Judaism, is open to
several challenges. First, even a single
exception is sufficient in logic to
invalidate a general proposition.
Secondly, one could suggest many
other problems which cannot be
satisfactorily solved within the
traditional system. Even a `Modem
Orthodox' rabbi, Emanuel Rackman,
is quoted to the effect that "there is a
real conflict between aspects of the
%czJczfrfeczfe and modemity" and that

"Jewish family law is palpably unfair

to women". Thirdly, Louis Jacobs, like
other Conservatives, never tackles
rigorously the question of how it can
be compatible with the utmost
intellectual integrity to uphold a system
based on a false premise, or to use
methods, such as circumventions of the
law, which a fastidious religious
conscience must surely reject.
Thus Conservative Judaism, as
Louis Jacobs concedes, "is often
vague". Though he goes on to make
the well-taken point that ``surely it
is better to be vaguely right than
definitely wrong", there is no good
reason why we should therefore
abandon the effort to evolve
a philosophy-and-methodology of

American Rabbis and eight volumes of
responsa by the late Rabbi Solomon 8.
Freehof, there is a substantial and
steadily growing series of paperback
volumes edited by Rabbi Dr Walter
Jacob of Pittsburgh and Rabbi Dr
Moshe Zemer of Tel-Aviv under the
a3gis of the Freehof Institute of
Progressive Hcz/¢4feczfe. Past volumes
have dealt with I));73czmz.c Jewis% £czw,

Rabbinic-Lay Relations, Death and
Euthanasia, Conversion to Judaism,
Israel and the Diaspora, The Fetus and
Fertility, Aging a.rid the Aged, and
Marriage and its Obstacles.

Prof essor Leonard
Kyavitz observes :

"Jewish law erists,

but it cannot
compel; it can

fecz/ofrfeczfe that is both moderately

precise and fully compatible with a
modernist theology. And, as the final
chapter concludes, "the question of

only persuade,

how the fe¢/cz4feczfe can function in the

and it can

contemporary world is, when all is said
and done, a theological question".
Does Progressive Judaism offer
what is needed? Louis Jacobs does not
think so. Needless to say, he rejects the
view of an Orthodox rabbi that
"Reform rabbis and gentiles have no
share in the World to Come",
commenting, with characteristic
humour, that "on such a view,

Heaven would hardly suffer from
overcrowding". He furthermore
concedes that "it is incorrect to say that
it [Progressive Judaism] has had little
interest in even a non-fundamentalist

attitude of a pre-critical era . . .can be
counted on the fingers of one hand, if
they exist at all."
Nevertheless, there is by now a
considerable halakhic literature from a
Progressive point of view. In addition
to several volumes of collected
responsa of the Central Conference of
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compel; it can only persuade, and it
can only persuade those who are
willing to be persuaded."
Rabbi Dr Walter Jacob makes the
telling point that "the death penalty
was invoked for many crimes, though
not for crimes against property as in
many non-Jewishjurisdictions until the
nineteenth century".
Rabbi Richard A. Block, the recently
resigned President of the World Union
for Progressive Judaism and a former
lawyer, makes it clear that, although
the Torah sanctions capital punishment
and "Jewish tradition is ambivalent"
about it, he personally rejects it for
reasons that are "not uniquely Jewish"

but "emerge from a tradition that
values both justice and mercy
and strives to accommodate both
demands". This contribution is of
special interest for our puxpose because
it indicates what is involved in a
radically non-fundamentalist approach

to halakhah.
A final contributor is Rabbi Dr
Moshe Zemer, who is also the author
of the third of the three volumes to be
discussed in this article. This is

Evolving Halakhah: A Progressive
Approach to Traditional Jewish Lctw,
published by Jewish Lights Publishing
in 1999 and is a considerably revised
and enlarged version of his earlier,
Hebrew-language book j7cz/czfrfeczfe

Shefuyah ( AL Sane Haldrhah') w:bich

only persuade
those who are
willing to be
persuaded."

approach to fecz/¢frfeczfe". But he is

evidently uninpressed by its writings
in this area. Though he shows only
limited acquaintance with these, it is
unfortunately difficult to disagree with
his remark that "halakhists of note who
did not begin their studies in the

in that cause is severely flawed at best."
Professor Leonard Kravitz observes:
"Jewish law exists, but it cannot

The latest volume, published by
Berghahn Books in 1999, is on Crz.77ce

and Punishment in Jewish Lc[w . Here a,
few quotations will have to suffice to
convey something of the thinking of
the contributors.
Professor Stephen M. Passamaneck
whtes: "The rabbis had the luxury of
voicing moral criticism of the death
penalty without the burden of any duty
to enforce their criminal justice system.
We may condemn capital punishment
for a variety of sound reasons. Our
invocation of the Jewish legal tradition

was published by Dvir in 1993.
This English version, with a

foreword by Justice Haim H. Cohn,
Deputy President Emeritus of the Israel
Supreme Court, is splendidly written
and presented and makes available to
the general reader a pioneering
work of massive leaming, shrewd
observation, humane sentiment and
abundant common sense.
Its range may be gauged from the
titles of its eight parts: Foundations,
Marriage and Divorce, Conversion,
The State of Israel and Gentiles, The
Status of women, The Ultra-Orthodox,
Medicine, and Burial. Each of these
consists of several chapters and each
chapter is conveniently subdivided by
sub-headings.
Of special interest are Moshe
Zemer's comments on controversial
issues that have arisen in recent times
in Israel. Many of them indicate "a

yawning gap between the codified
fecz/czfrfeczfe and ethical imperatives".

Among many other highly topical
sections, one demonstrates from
halakhic sources how indefensible
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has
been
Israel's
policy
of
collective punishments and especially
house demolitions in the Occupied
Territories. Especially piquant is
Moshe Zemer's detailed account, from
first-hand knowledge, of Chief Rabbi
Shlomo Goren's "express-lane" reconversion of Dr Helen Seidman,

methods".
On the one hand, there is according

previously accepted as a convert by
the court of the Israel Council
of Progressive
Rabbis,
which
contravened Orthodox interpretations

many other topics". On the other hand,
he frequently defers to the tradition
derived from these very beliefs. For
instance, he writes approvingly about
various
ways
of "purifying"

of the fecz/czkfecz% and was clearly

motivated by political considerations.
What chiefly concerns us for our

present purpose is Moshe Zemer's
general approach to fecz/czfrfecz%. This I

find ambivalent. On the one hand, he
stresses again and again that it is
"evolutionary, flexible, ethical and
progressive". On the other hand, he
cites many halakhic decisions, not only
by ultra-Orthodox authorities, which
show a deplorable lack of these
qualities.
On the one hand, he asserts that ``it is
still possible today to act in the
framework of %¢/czfr%cz%, safeguarding

justice for individuals and society
while
not
compromising
our
intellectual honesty". On the other
hand, he concedes: "Perhaps it is
impossible to solve all the severe
halakhic problems according to these

to Moshe Zemer "no doubt that we
profoundly disagree with regard to
Divine revelation, the concept of the
God-given Torah, the source of
authority in fecz/cz4feflfe, the evolution of
%cz/czk7i¢% and its pluralistic nature and

"cz"zerz.773,

including

retroactive

nullification of the offending marriage
- in contrast to Louis Jacobs, who
considers such remedies in most
cases unconscionable - but never
brings himself to admit that the
biblical law in question is manifestly
unjust and therefore a monstrous
misinterpretation of the Divine Will.
Particularly revealing is Moshe
Zemer's seeming approval of certain
ways of circumventing the biblical law
that forbids a Ko%e#, priest, to marry a
divorcee. While he is prepared to say
that "there is no great likelihood" of
the Temple being rebuilt "in
the foreseeable future" and that "a
divorcee is no longer considered to be
morally inferior to any other woman",
he never says outright that the very
concept of sacrificial worship is

mistaken, or that the institution of a
hereditary priesthood violates the
democratic principle of "a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation". In short,
Moshe Zemer's approach to fecz/cz#fecz%

would have to acknowledge that both
the written and oral Torah are human
attempts to interpret the Divine Will;
that, as such, they have at best only a
presuniptive authority; that in certain
areas, such as the appropriateness of
sacrificial worship and the status of
women, they are downright wrong; and
that a truly modem reconstruction
of the

fecz/czfafeczfe

requires

us

to

give equal weight to extra-traditional
considerations such as contemporary
scientific knowledge and moral
consensus.
Where is such a philosophy to be

found? Hardly anywhere as yet, though
immodesty compels me to add that I
made an attempt to rough out a sketch
of it in ray Jewish Religious Law, A
Prog7.essz.ve Pe7ispecfz.ve. But it will

come and, in its constmction, all these
three volumes will need to be seriously

considered I
RABBI JOHN RAYNER is the President of
the Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues. One of Progressive Jewry's finest
scholars, Rabbi Rayner continues to whte and

publish with great leaming and perception.
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The reasons are complicated and
would probably take years of

iv'%rwlrwlA

ESSAY

TVVENTY FIVE YEARS OF
WOMEN IN THE RA:BBINA:TE
Twen:ty-ftveyearsago,JacquelineTabick,achildofsoulhwestEssexReformsynegogue,
disciple Of Rabbi Dow Marm:ur and graduate in history Of university College London,
receivedsendkhah,rabbinieordination,fromtheLeoBaeckcouegeinLondon.Soshe
becanetheftrstwomanrabbiinBrdatn.HeroulyEuropeanpredecessor,ReginaJonas,
agreduateoftheHochschulein:Balinhaddiedintheshoch.Salkypriesandhadreceived
sendkhahfromtheHebre;wuvioncollege-JIRincincinidi,USAonlythreeyears
previously.RabbiTahickhasbee;noneofthetruepioneersofwomen'sequalrtyandof
women'srighitoanequalplaceinrdigiouslif;einBritain.MANNAaskedRabbiTabickto
coitr[butethisissue'sMANNAessayandre;flectuponherfirst25yearsasarabbi.We
alsoaskedaninberofotherstoroflectuponthesigvificanceoftheeventandthese
coutri,hatiousappearinanedrdtelyaft,ftertheessay.

I DID NOT WANT TO
BE THE FIRST

Jacqueline Tabick
re"z.#7!czfe, I was 'phoned by
ireporterfromtheGb4c!rdz.cz7z,

WHEN

I

RE CEIVED

requesting an article on being a woman
rabbi. I refused but suggested, "Ask me
again in twenty years time and I may
haveananswef".Bynowitisnotnews,
which is a shame, because now I could
probably provide something of an
answer. It generally feels good. I serve
a wonderful congregation in North
West Surrey. I have had the
opportunity, indeed the obligation, to

lean and experience so much. My life
is never boring, unless you count some
committee meetings. I have had the
honour of encountering and serving so
many fascinating and wonderful
people.

But perhaps it would be good to go
back and look at the route I have
travelled.
One of the questions I find most
difflcult is: `Tell me, why did you
become a woman rabbi?' As if I could
have become any other sort of rabbi.

psychoanalysis to unravel. Something
about my father's early death; finding
an extended family at South West
Essex where equality was really
practised; my love of Jewish learning;
my desire to be of service; having
superb role models.
My mother was such a role model, a
tmly religious woman. Not that she
attended synagogue regularly. Nor did
she engage in theological debate. I
remember, when I was about fifteen,
helping her hang up the washing and
trying to engage her in a debate on the
nature of God. "What do you want of
me?" she asked, "There's a God.
There's nothing else to say." But she
was religious in the deepest sense of
the word. Where people suffered, she
rushed to help. Whether it was the
simple things that were needed, the
apple pies, or the more demanding
things, a shoulder, or teaching deaf
children to read, or teaching new
immigrants to speak English, she was
always there. She was utterly honest in
all her dealings. She had no need to
define God; she just knew the etliical
demands imposed on us by the one
God. And she taught those values to
us, her children.
The first rabbi I encountered was
Alan hdiller, who went on to lead the
Reconstructionist Movement in the
United States. He once gave a sermon
on the need to question words we
didn't understand in our liturgy. How
come I remember? Because the next
week he gave a sermon and used the
word `brothel'. I was a naive, well
brought up eleven-year-old who'd
never come across the word. Probably,
if he'd given me a straight answer, I

wouldn't remember the incident, but
he coloured nicely and sent me tto ask

mymun.
My next rabbi was Dow Marmur,
another inspiring personality who
taught me Hebrew and allowed me to
shadow him before such things became
the norm. At that time, some five rabbis
emerged from South West Essex (now
`and Settlement') Reform Synagogue.
I was just one of the crowd, part of the
natural progression.
My application to the Leo Baeck
College was, surprisingly, not smooth.
I had been to university, then finished
a teaching diploma. At that stage,
having run out of excuses to delay
things further, I applied to the College.
I signed my application, Jacqueline
Acker.Iwaswellknowntomanyofthe
lecturers but the first letter came back,

`Dear Mr Acker'. I then heard

fine. The problem was my youthful

nothing. It tuned out that though the

appearance. From the age of 11 to 18, I

College had debated the issue of
women students around 1967 and had
agreed that we were welcome, so far,
they had managed to avoid having to
deal with that reality.
One student they had rejected on
academic grounds. Another they had
suggested that she study first in Israel.
While she was there, she married and
was never heard from again. But
academically I was qualified and I was

had a hard time trying to get

fully

involved

in

a

Reform

congregation, even reading Torah on a
regular basis. It must have terrified the
Conege. I was a real possibility.
The answer was to do nothing. I
began to get frantic. I had applied for
various teaching jobs, been accepted
for several, decision day was fast
arriving and I had heard nothing. One
of the secretaries told me that each day
she put my ffle on the relevant desk
and each day it was returned,
unopened. I 'phoned a rabbinic ffiend
for advice. He suggested a letter to the
College with a copy to one Rabbi
Hugo Gryn, who was unknown to me at
the time. "That", he said, "Should do
the trick". It did.
I was terrified at the interview. One
of the lecturers could not befieve that
I, a girl, could possibly know how to
read Hebrew. I was the only potential
student asked to read and translate a
text. A copy of the A4:is¢72czfe was

produced and there I was. Luckily, I
could manage it. I'd studied the text
with Dow Marmur.
I was also the only poteutial student
asked whether I would definitely seek
to receive s'e7"z.fr¢cz%. I was honest,

which is not always the easiest policy.
Itcostmemysfudentgrantfortheyear.
The next year, the chair of the student

body, without my knowledge,
complained on my behalf. He said it
was pure discrimination that only I, of
all the students, had to promise that
my intention was full rabbinic
Sez„z.4fe¢%. So I received my grant and

was able to throw away the shoes I'd
patched with cardboard and buy
something other than eggs and baked
beans at the supermarket.
I became chair of the student body
and one report said I looked after my
fellow students "like a mother hen". I
always wondered what it would have
said if I had not been a woman. "Like a
cockerel?" I doubt it.
The College was situated at West
London Synagogue and so was my
very full part-time job. Once I'd
established my credentials, the job was

concessions, I looked so old. But then
I seemed to get younger. The first time
I took part in a service at West London,
I was complimented on my bcrf
773z./zvczfe. Once it was established that I

was a rabbinic student and not a
precocious bczz 7#z./avcz%, life was fine.

Inevitably, there were some
problems. The first day a non-member

mind if I read from it, but touch it?
Eventually, a majority voted in favour
but, when I arrived and saw its size, I
declined the 777z7zvafe.

Afterwards, the chaiman came over
and confessed that, though he had
voted in favour, he was relieved that I
had not actually touched the scroll. I
did not like to ask him how he thought
I had tuned it to the right column. Just
behind hini, I saw his wife stifling her
laughter. "We take it home each week"

I will fight f;or women to have the right
to wear a trNhi if that is their wish but I
do not f;eel coryfortable in one.
came to arrange a bczr z#z./zvcz% for his

12 year old, who had never had a
Hebrew lesson in his life nor attended
a service. He towered over me and

she said, "And keep it in our bedroom.
Who does he think lifts it up and
hoovers under it?" Now there are
certain problems here, apart from the

thumped the desk. "I had a Z7cz7' 773z7zi;¢fe

obvious prejudice. If sz.ddcf77.77z should

when I was 13, my grandfather had a

neverbeplacedonthefloor,howmuch

bczr 777z./zi/czfe when he was 13 and my
son is going to have a Z7c[r 7#z./zi/czfe

more so Sz7}ez. Torah. And certainly not

when he is 13". "And tell me", I asked
sweetly, "How old were you when you
began your religious education?" That
was just about conceded but, as he
tuned to leave, he added, "And I don't
want no woman taking the service". To
my surprise, he joined the synagogue.
But I did not take that service. A pity.
During my student days at West
London, there was little danger of

in a bedroom where, shall we say, other
activities take place. On the other
hand, a Toral is likened to fire, that
camot take on ritual impurities, so a
mere woman touching it, whatever
time of the month, is no problem. But
you camot please all the people all of
the time. One little boy was very
disappointed. He'd only come to the
service to watch me drop the scroll.
Eventually, I had to decide what to

finding me on the bz.7%czfe. While male

do. Take se77zz.fahafe or not. I always felt

students were invited to lead services,
Hugo Gryn felt it better not to rock the
boat. I was asked infrequently. The
result was that my service-taking
practice was gained elsewhere. There
was the time at West Central Liberal
Synagogue when I was the youngest
present by about 40 years. I also took
services regularly at the Settlement,
where I was vetted and passed by the
"missus", Lady Henriques. I even took

and acted as if the reputation of women
rested on my shoulders. Typically, in
those far off days when the College did
not run a tight academic ship, I was
told that I was the only student who
ever fulfilled all the academic
requirements. [Thacks a bunch. Ed.]
So there I was struggling with two
theses, one of which was on the
halakhic status of a foundling baby.
This brought me into regular contact
with Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs and, as I
sat struggling over some obscure text,
Rabbi Jacobs finally asked, "Well, yes
or no?" The problem for me was
twofold.
I am basically a traditionalist. I
value free thinking. I want freedom for
women to pursue whatever careers or
roles they fancy. But I personally place
the value of family and home high on
my agenda. I will fight for women to
have the right to wear a fczJ#f if that is
their wish but I do not feel comfortable
in one. I encourage everyone to take a

services in Australia where, at one
funeral, I was the only woman present.
The rest did not think it proper to come
to the grounds.
But perhaps the best experience was
when I stood in for a fiiend at a Liberal
community. Being, at that time, a
peripatetic community, they had
developed the tradition of the scroll
being carried in, by whoever was to
lead the prayers, at the begirming of i
the service. Before my visit, a heated
discussion had ensued: Could a
woman touch their scroll? They didn't

full part in synagogue management
and services but, at home, my husband

dropped. I am pleased to say that,
many years later, one of those

Larry makes fa.dJc4sfe. So I found it

colleagues acknowledged his pleasure
in calling me a friend and colleague.

comforting when Rabbi Jacobs assured
me that halakhically he could see no
problem and that he would be
delighted to sign my se772z.#7!cz%. How

proud I am that he did.
But there was a second problem. I
really had not wanted to be first. I had
not wanted the publicity or the
awesome responsibility. h fact, I have
rarely talked about being Britain's first
woman rabbi. I never wanted any
kudos just because I happened to be
first to cross the magic line. Just as I
hope this armiversary will serve as a
time to recognise and celebrate the
talents that all my female coneagues
have brought to the rabbinate, so at my
ordination I insisted that the press took
photos not just of me but of my fellow
ordinands. It never occurred to me that
they would simply crop them out the
picture but most did.
I beli;ved that I was a rabbi who
happened to be a woman and that my
rephation, for good or ill, would come
about because of who I am and what I
do, not because of my position in the
se77zz.4fecz% stakes. I wanted to believe

that people would not be judged on
gender but on worth. I now accept that,
sadly, that was rather naive.
At West London Synagogue, I was
appointed Educational Director. That
appointment did not have to be
validated by an AGM, so Hugo felt it
was the better option. I agreed, because
I trusted his judgment and because I
feel that often you can achieve more if
you do not stir up unnecessary
opposition. But that brought its
problems. It meant that I could rarely
take S%czZ}bczf services and, for two

years, I sat through the High Holy
Days, programmed to do nothing other
than take children's services. Rabbi
Lionel Blue rescued me. Yon Kippur
afternoon, at the overflow service, he
suddenly felt "too tired to continue"
and "did the wardens mind asking
Rabbi Tabick if she could come and
give him a break?".
My acceptance into the Assembly of
Rabbis was also `interesting'. Two of
my colleagues argued against my
acceptance. Eventually, the altercation
was resolved. I was asked to become
the catering officer. I agreed, having
sent round a cartoon depiciting a
women's lib meeting: the women were
obviously arguing furiously, while the
caption read, "well someone has to
make the tea''. After a couple of
meetings, my catering role was quietly

Two years later, when the
congregation appointed Rabbi Danny
Smith as an assistant rabbi, my
appointment to a similar role went
through on the nod. The only question
people had was, "Did that mean they
now had to listen to my sermons?".
That did not stop one man
ostentatiously taking out his copy of
the rz.7#es whenever I led a service.
A pattern was established. Until my
last four/five years at West London, I
spent most of my time on educational
and pastoral concerns, less time in the
pulpit (though that increased over the
years until I shared this role almost
equally with Rabbi Gryn) and virtually
no time within the higher echelons of
synagogue management. I always
provided the back-up, for example the
organisation of liturgy for high profile
events. I was very happy with that
division of labour. I loved and
respected Hugo and leant so much
from him. I was doing my high profile
bits outside the congregation, as chair
of various committees. What was sad
was that .these primarily educational
and pastoral duties, which I believe
help build and sustain community,
were considered by many who ran the
synagogue as feminine roles and
therefore automatically of less
importance.
Meanwhile, I was very careful never
to impose myself on others in
vulnerable situations. For the first few
years, it was always pointed out to
those arranging funerals or weddings
that this particular Rabbi Tabick was a
woman. In the first years, that often
meant an intake of breath and a request
to change the arrangements. I

remember the tenible hurt when a
family insisted that a man conduct
their father's funeral, despite the fact
that for the past eight years I had

fashion?".
Are women more vulnerable?
Certainly when we are pregnant. Once,
when Hugo was away and Danny and I
were in charge, I was standing on the
Ztz.77tcz% when in walked the biggest guy

you can imagine. He was drunk,
smoking, throwing around pieces of
pork pie and singing hymns. He knew
how to attract our attention. This
apparition marched up to the bz.772ofe.

No one moved unth he arived at the
foot of the stairs. Then one of our
Down's syndrome young men, who
used to believe he was my assistant,
stopped him. 1'11 never know what
made bin move, everyone else was
literally petrified. But once he moved

many others did and I was much
relieved. For what the congregation did
not know was that I was eight weeks
pregnant and, having miscarried first
tine round, was terrified that if this
guy punched me, I would miscarry
again. So I carried an extra fear. Would
you believe it took half an hour to find
a 'phone that we could use? We may
dread mobiles going off at the wrong
moment but what wouldn't we have
given for a mobile then.
Once I had children, the older
members of the Women's Guild, who
up to then had been a little wary of me,
soon came round. I had proved I was
normal. hdeed, people were kind and
generous,
though
sometimes,
misconceptions flourished. One
s'fec!Z7bcz£ I had come in, with two

toddlers, led the Torch breakfast, then
gone upstairs to take the children's
service, arriving downstairs in tine to
read Torah and preach. h kz.c7d#Sfe, a

sympathetic congregant came up and
said, `Really, dear, I don't know how
you do it all with two small children.
Who can wonder that you came late to
the service?"
I've often wondered whether we

women

have

brought

anything

specific, as women, to synagogue life.

h the past, I have often tried to deny

visited their parents every six weeks.
With funerals, that unwillingness soon
passed. Mourners would often ask for
me, either because they knew me, or
because the deceased had their
ambitions stifled because of gender
issues and they felt that their mother,
or great aunt would have appreciated
the irony.
With weddings, the process of
acceptance took a lot longer. The most
frustrating question on the subject I
had was when a writer from the Jei4;isfe

the possibility, as all my colleagues

Cfe7io73z.c/e asked, "Tell me, as a woman

ritual. The number of Z7'7to£ 7"I./zvczfe

rabbi, what do you think about bridal

rose until they came to represent the

are so different and this line of
reasoning threatened my belief that we
should all be accepted as individuals,
not loved or hated because of our
gender. But looking back now, I do
have to admit that our advent has been
a real revolution.
I suppose the flrst practical and
measurable difference is that, certainly
at West London, I presented a different
role model. It was possible to be
feminine and play a major role in

With weddings, the process Of acceptance took a
lot longer. The most frustrating question on the
subject I had was when a writer from the Jewish
Chroviale asked, "Tell me, as a woman rabbi,
what do you think about bridal fashion? ''.
tnre percentage of girls in the c%ede7..

Soon, women warders appeared and
the women's gallery lost its fmal hold.
It was ludicrous. On the High Holy
Days, I would take the service in a sea
of males and then had to go upstairs to
find a seat. More than that, the
presence of women rabbis in the
Movement has encouraged women to
assert their right to full participation in
communal life. Our presence has also
had a knock-on effect in the Orthodox
world, with a growing desire from some
of their women for a Z7cz£ 773z.rzvczfe

ceremony or the right to hold their own
minyavim.
The second area where we have
definitely made a difference is in the
liturgy. I was approached by a member
of RSGB who had sadly lost several
babies,eitherstill-bomormiscarriages.
She had approached male colleagues
to arrange a service to mark these sad
occasions but, while sympathetic, none
had acted. When she came to me, my
empathy was immediate. We have now
had three such services, using liturgy
largely written by female colleagues
and fiiends. On the first occasion, I put
down `baby Tabick', really just to
increase the feeling of identification
with the congregants but, when I read
out that name, I suddenly realised just
how I had been repressing that sorrow
for so long. There are so many other
examples of creative liturgical settings
initiated by my female colleagues. Our
presence and scholarship have
hastened the obligation to find nonsexist ways of expressing prayer and
addressing God.
We women have also been able to
support each other in very positive
ways. We have our own group. It does
not meet often but is always there if
someone needs a listening ear, or
flowers, or friendship. Thanks to Rabbi
Sybil Sheridan's hard work, we have
even produced two books. Together.
We share similar problems and
frustrations when it comes to getting
jobs or dealing with the prejudice that
still exists in the community, both
Progressive and Orthodox.
But do we have a different attitude
to our work? I am not sure. I could

agree with the idea of a continuum
defining rabbinic working practice.
More women would be at the end
representing those seeking consensual,
team-workandempowermentofothers
than would present at the other end
that would represent love of
hierarchical structures and the seeking
ofpowerbutmenwouldberepresented
at either end. Certainly, when I was
Chair of the Assembly and then of the
Council of Reform and Liberal Rabbis,
each year I found an excuse for a
rabbinic
dinner to
celebrate
something, anything really, to foster
colleagueality. My ultimate goal is so
to empower my members that they will
no longer need me. Perhaps it is lucky
for our mortgage that that objective is
probably unattainable! Certainly, my
vision of putting community needs
first, of education and pastoral
concerus, was out of step with those
who judged West London's needs, for
what was termed the cathedral
synagogue, to be concerned primarily
with image, charisma and spirituality.
But was that because I am a woman? Or
just because I an me?
What is certain, is that there has been
a revolution. The revolution is only 25
years old and is still very shaky. When
I did some research a little while ago, it
was clear that it was women who were
having the greatest difficulties in
getting the bigger jobs. Indeed,
sometimes in getting any full-time job.
That is also true in the United States.
There are those who argue that women
do not want these jobs, as they do not
fit with our way of working, or our
family commitments. There are those
who, situation by situation, will
explain why each woman bas had the
problems they have. But taken purely
statistically, this situation should
worry a Movement that prides itself on
its belief in equality.
A psychologist writing on the
subject in the 1970s wrote that women
seeking to be rabbis were "engaging in
trams-sexual activities" and would
always "signify seductive, matemal
indulgence which will be disruptive to
the services and to Judaism and will
undermine the mental stability of the

male congregant". Maybe there are
still some who share that inational fear.
Iknowthat1haveneverseenmyselfas
a trans-sexual nor sought the role of
sexual siren, which is lucky, as I have
neither the face nor body to succeed,
though a few years ago I did discover
that one Orthodox chaplain to schools
had been blaming the AIDS epidemic
on the activities of women rabbis. It is
a wonder we had any time to do our
job.

On the other hand, it is only 25
years, and isn't it amazing how far
attitudes have changed? We are no
longer an oddity. h Weybridge, one
man has moved from saying, `No way
a woman rabt)i", to "OK, provided she
does not do my funeral", to "She can
give the feesped but not lead the
service", to finally, "She can do it all".

I have even welcomed a new Se/er
Torah in the Edgware Masorti
congregation, right in the middle of
their bitter, `can women wear a }czJJz.}'

row. Even if things went the other way,
it did not seem impossible or
unreasonable, to my colleagues here or
in Israel, most of whom supported me
to the hilt, or to many members of
Progres sive
and
Orthodox
synagogues, or the Jewish or secular
press, that I should be applying for the
post of Senior Rabbi at West London.
So it has been generally great. And
there are some distinct advantages.
IIvhen I was Chair of the Council of
Reform and Liberal Rabbis, I attended
a reception at the Bulgarian embassy
where I discovered an even greater
hazard than looking out for poisoned
umbrellas. The Patriarch of the
Orthodox Churcb wished to show his
love of the Jewish people and how else
but with a kiss of peace? Right on the
lips. Was I glad that I am a woman and
the Chief Rabbi's representative was
male and therefore deemed more
suitable as a recipient.
Our son's girlfiiend went to spend
s.fe¢Z7bczz with a family in Gateshead. She

told them that both her boyfriend's
parentswererabbis.Theirreaction;How
can two men have a child? But twentyfive years ago, I met a Unitarian
minister, where there have been women
clergy for around 100 years. She was
moving on to a new job and saying
goodbye to some of the children. A little
boy asked, "who's the new minister
going to be?" `M..." she replied. "A
man?" asked the child I
RABBI JACQUELINH TABICK iv¢S bo7.#
in Dublin a:nd is the rabbi Of the North West
Surey Synagogue. She is mailed to Rabbi
I.arry Tabick and they haNe three children.

WELCOMED

Julia Neuberger
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HAS BEEN BOTH A LONG
d a short twenty-five years. Long,
that I cannot now think what it
would be like if there were no women
rabbis. They are as much a part of the
scenery as the men. The sense that they
are rare, or have to be different, or
need to beg for recognition, has gone.
It has also been short, with the startling
speed with which women came
forward to go to Leo Baeck College
once the first women rabbis were
ordained, as if there had been a long
queue waiting for decades. And with
the terrifying pace, some of us amongst
the early women rabbis have become
rather senior, not that far off
retirement.
At the same time we should not
underplay the extent to which prejudice
will still emerge, twenty-five years on.
There has been resistance to women
rabbis in some places, amongst those
who want no change, and even more
resistance to lesbian rabbis. There was
once a desire to encourage more
`normal' married young men to go to
Leo Baeck College, so that there could
be a more `conventional' kind of rabbi
produced. But we saw that off for the
unfairness it was and congregations are
more accepting than they were and will
be even more so over time.
But the movement towards having
women rabbis has brought many more
personal pleasures or satisfactions.
Twenty-five years on, a form of
women's spirituality that was there
before but often unspoken and
unremarked is now widely recognised.
You can read it in the women poets and
novelists of the Jewish community at
the end of the nineteenth century. But
it could not express itself properly until

after Jackie Tabick's ordination. Even
then it took time. The first few of us
afterwards made faltering steps, often
not wholly in agreement with each
other. It has made the rediscovery of
women's texts, of women's voices in
Judaism easier - in no small part
because we have all been more
interested in that female voice. It has
allowed a fomi of feminist studies to
take place within Jewish thought and,
more specifically, within non-Orthodox
Jewish thought, in Britain. And it has
allowed new thinking about pastoral
care, not because women are
necessarily different from men or better
at pastoral care than men - one of the
great myths -but because some women
in some of our congregations will
empathise more with a woman rabbi
and be able to speak more frankly. That
has been very iniportant.
In most congregations, most of the
time, women rabbis are welcomed and
accepted and their gender not even
noticed, other than in passing, or
mentioned as a source of pride. When I
was rabbi at South London Liberal
Synagogue immensely happily, it stmck
me that my disagreements - occasional
as they were - were never based on my
gender, nor was it ever thrown into the
argument. It was always a matter of
principle. That's what has happened, at
best, over the last twenty-five years we
have
been
rabbis
with
congregations, rabbis and women who
have much to offer. I give thanks for
that and for the wisdom of the teachers
and rabbis, mostly but not all, men, who
made it possible and encouraged us.
And I salute my fellow rabbis- women
and men-for the way they, we, have
Cohiirmed on next page
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created a new kind of rabbinate,
generously, for a new generation of

to the role. The issue was raised again
in the early 1960s but principle and

Jews I

practice did not coalesce. So the

RABBI JTJLIA NEUBERGER !'s' c! gr&dz"fe
Of Leo Baeck College, a former congregational
rabbi and Chiof Executive Of the King's Fund.

Movementthathadexpoundedequality
of the sexes since its foundation missed
a wonderful opportunity to be a
trailblazer. Its advertisements offering

TThen she

preached from
our pulpit,
you fielt that
she was

revealing the
MISS LILY

secrets Of

congregations, somehow they were
even more necessary when the rabbi
was a woman. Even 25 years on, the
path of the woman rabbi is not always
easy. There are still far more women in
part-time roles than their male
colleagues and first positions tend to be
part-time or as associate rabbis to male
colleagues. Married women rabbis with
small children tend, too, to find that
congregational life can be problematic.
Do women rabbis bring to their roles
special feminine characteristics of
caring or concern? Others may feel that
but I would hope for those attributes in
male rabbis, too, just as I would want
women rabbis to have drive and

cormand.
Perhaps "women" rabbis will finally
have arrived when we no longer feel the
need to include the adjective and
observations such as these have become

redundant .
ROSITA ROSENBERG i.s' cz yz.ce-Presz.de#f
andf;ormer Director Of the Union Of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogpes.

her heart
Rosita Rosenberg
C CWREN SEE PREACIHD FROM

our pulpit, you felt that she was
revealing the secrets of her heart to
God". So said Sir Louis Gluckstein,
President of the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue in 1973. Alas for this
article, he was not referring then to any
woman rabbinic student of the Leo
Baeck College. His praise and
admiration were reserved for the
memory of the Hon. Lily Montagu,
founder in 1902 of what was to become
the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues.
"Miss Lily", as she was known, had

the magic to inspire and lead both men
and women. No-one, not even the most
chauvinistic of men, seemed to question
her place on the Z7z.7#czfe or in the pulpit.

She exuded an inner sense of spirituality
and faith that made it seem her natural
home. So, for the ULPS, the question
ought not to be "How have we benefited
from 25 years of women rabbis?" but
"Whydiditnothappenbefore?"Indeed
in 1954, Rabbi Dr. Leslie Edgar, Senior

Rabbi of the Movement, stated that it
could not, on principle, refuse to accept
women. But there was a rub - neither
could it guarantee a position after
ordination. And in truth there were no
young women hammering at the doors
to be let in to the rabbinate. Perhaps,
"Miss Lily" seemed unique, so very
different that others could hardly aspire
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to God„.
ministerial training continued to be
addressed only to young men.
In 1964, ULPS joined RSGB in the
Leo Baeck College and it was from
there in 1967 that the College stated it
was prepared to accept women for
rabbinic training. This did not cause a
great stir in ULPS - presumably
because not only was the decision
inevitable, it seemed more than
somewhat overdue.
How did the Movement, founded by
a woman, receive its first women
rabbinic students? With a certain
amount of curiosity, a little suspicion,
perhaps occasional hostility from some
but, on the whole, it all seemed a natural
development. Oddly, those who were
uncertain about having a woman as a
rabbi were mostly women. No doubt,
Freud would be able to explain that.
How have women rabbis fared in
ULPS over those 25 years? It would be
wonderful to say there have been no
problems.
Certainly, no ULPS
congregation has ever refused to have
either a woman rabbinic student or to
interview a woman as its prospective
rabbi. But that would be clouding the
truth - that, at least in the early days, a
successful woman rabbi had to be just
that bit better than her male equivalent.
While good relationships and
successful chemistry are necessary
between all rabbis and their

NORMAL

Della Carr
of the turmoil I went through when

I CANNOT
the EditorBEGIN
asked for
TO
my
TELL
reflections
YOU
on `25 years of women in the
rabbinate'. For weeks I have been
searching for some thoughts or feelings
about women rabbis but as hard as I
tried I could think of nothing, until
with amazement, I realised I no longer
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differentiated between rabbis by their
sex - rabbis simply come in a variety
of shapes, sizes and personalities. Now
there was another question to ask
myself: how long have I felt like this?
When my family first joined a
Refomi shul, Rabbi Jackie Tabick was
specifically pointed out to me as a
rabbinic student at Leo Baeck College.
Having come from a nominally
Orthodox background, `educated' to
accept its male dominance, it sounded
surprising. On looking back, I now
recall that male students were not
pointed out to me in the same way. In
those far off days I was not the only
member of a Reform synagogue who
was surprised.
As I began to think about our lady

To answer my initial question: `how
long have I felt like this?' it seems that,
during the past twenty-five years, there
has been an unconscious change in my
former unquestioned views. In their
place has come the deep-seated
conviction that of course there are

women rabbis, why ever not? .
I)ELLA CARR is af ormer Chair Of South West
Essex Roform Synagogue and a former Chalr Of
the Board Of RSGB.

with the very thought of employing a
woman rabbi. Perhaps this is simply a
manifestation and reflection of the
diversity of Reform practice and the
individuality which we hold so dear. In
the scheme of things, twenty-five years
is not very long, so let us be tolerant
for a little longer and give our
neighbouring congregations time to
catch up.
On a personal note, I can look back
on some very good memories, including
a year's work in partnership with one
of our most gifted of women rabbis,
enj oying free-ranging, mind-stretching
discussions on topics which I most
probably would not have covered with
a male rabbi and walking through the
streets of Munich, talking with another
lady rabbi during a World Union
Conference, which helped me when I
felt so uncomfortable being in Hitler's
territory.
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article in the CC4R Jo"77zcz/, Spring
1997, by Rabbi Emily Feigenson
entitled, "Female Rabbis and Delayed
Childbearing".
"We female rabbis share with

other women professionals the challenges of fitting in childbearing
during long years of graduate school,
and the subsequent pressure to avoid
having a child during one's initial

rabbis' emergence on the bz.773czfe, I could

not help but see a parallel between our
first woman rabbi, Jackie Tabick, and
some of the l9th century leaders of
female emancipation in this country;
women such as Caroline Norton who
worked for changes in the law which,
at that time, worked against women, or
Elizabeth Blackwell, who laboured
tirelessly to gain her qualification as a
medical practitioner. Just like them,
Jackie knew from an early age what she
wanted to do and also like her earlier
sisters, knew there was no legitimate
reason why she should not do it. She
quietly took the steps to achieve her
ambition - to become a rabbi and to
stand and be accepted as an equal
alongside her male colleagues.
Today the majority of our women
rabbis have realised their ambitions and
now work with congregations
throughout the country. What cannot
not be ignored in this rosy picture, are
the few synagogues who still struggle

Over the past 25 years, women rabbis
have added a great deal not only to the
Reform Movement but to British Jewry
as well. But there are still problems that
arise for a woman in the rabbinate that
do not arise for men and the conflict
between professional life and
parenthood that Mrs. Frisch mentions
is an important one.
This was expressed very well in an

years of employment. However, we
rabbis are unique among women in
that many future employers hope to
hire a rabbi who provides a model of
family life. Congregations clearly
want rabbis who are maITied, with
children. While some congregations
may have become accepting of rabbis
who don't fit the stereotypical mould
..., it would be naive to ignore the
truth that most congregations prefer
to hire rabbis who have children.
Thus, the childless female rabbi faces
a double bind unique among women

CONFLICT

professionals: having delayed childbearing, she eventually interviews for

jobs that prefer that she has children."

Charles Emanuel
|8¥oS::ue9:::0::::Li:::Tear:±eef:t=j
Rabbis, CCAR, dealing with the issue,
"Shall Women be Ordained as
Rabbis?" Mrs. Frisch, the wife of
Rabbi Ephraim Frisch, stated,
"I, as a wife and mother ,.... [do]

not understand how a woman could
attend to the duties which devolve
upon a rabbi and at the same time be
a true home-maker. Candidly, I do
not see at this moment how it can be
accomplished. I cannot solve this
question, but there may be some
women who would prefer a life of
celibacy in order to minister to a congregation.
Personally, I am selfish enough not
to be willing to give up the happiness

of wifehood and motherhood for this
privilege, great though it may be. But
I love the work of the rabbinate so
much that could I have prevailed
upon myself to forget the joys that
come with home-making, I should
have become a rabbi."

The rabbinate is a demanding and
difficult profession. In a world in which
traditional family values are considered
less and less important, the rabbi is seen
as the prime example of the Jewish
family model. And, I would argue,
rightfully so. But, as we have seen, the
emphasis on the role of the rabbi as the
embodiment of Jewish family values
puts the female rabbi at a substantial
disadvantage and there is no doubt that
this fact has hampered their valuable
contribution to British Jewry.
Rabbi Laura Geller, in her essay
"From Equality to Transformation: The
Challenge of Women's Rabbinic
Leadership"

in

Jyo7#e73

jzabbz.s,

Exploration and Celebration, `wrohe,
"People experience women rabbis

differently from the way they experience male rabbis. And that difference
changes everything - the way they
experience prayer, their connection
to the tradition, and even their image
of divinity,„

For me and, I would like to think, for
any reasonable person, this difference
is a positive not a negative aspect of our
Movement. Female rabbis bring
Cohii:nued on next page
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different and important values to our
tradition and our faith has much to lean
from their experiences and insights. My
hope for the next 25 years is that the
lay leadership will appreciate what
female rabbis can add to British Jewry
and will have the wisdom to realise that
compromises will have to be made by
congregations to allow female rabbis to
play the role in British Jewry in the 2 1 st

century that they can and should play I
RABBI CHARLES EMANUEL, cz grc!dwc!te
of HUC-JIR, is Senior Rabbi of the North
Western Reform Synagogue, London.

seemingly-impossible, unimaginable
ideaofwomenrabbisbecomesareality,
then what other stances and positions
must also be re-examined as obsolete,
prejudiced or simply plain incorrect?
Women rabbis have thus functioned
as catalysts. They have created new
liturgy and rituals reflecting a woman's
life-cycle. Traditional Jewish rituals,
created by men, for men, marginalised
or ignored women. If you do not find
your life's experiences reflected in a
liturgy; you have less stake in it, little
sense of it speaking to you. These new
rituals include, for example, birth
ceremonies for girls, paralleling brz.f
J#z./¢%, ceremonies associated with loss

innuendo from our Orthodox coreligionists. How much more must
women rabbis have to contend with?
And if being a male rabbi is already allconsuming, I just do not know how my
married women colleagues do that
impossible juggling act of holding
together, not only a community, but also
a finlily.
Even after 25 years of women in the
rabbinate, the struggle for equal
acceptance is still not over. Since Jackie
Tabick's ordination in 1975, some 20°/o
of rabbis ordained by the Leo Baeck
College have been women. May they
continue to train there and go out to
enrich
Jewish
life
and
our

of children, stillbirth, abortion, adult bar/

communities I

7#z./zvczfe, the onset of menopause.

The fact that women have seen fczJJz.f

as important obliged men to examine
what it means for them. rcz/Jz.f could no
longer simply be the sch773c/ffer which
so many seemed to throw on, apparently

RETHINK

Colin Eimer

VV:

V I APPLIED TO TIH
t Baeck College in 1965,

ther prospective student
was a woman. Although offered a
place, for personal reasons she never
took it up. Had she done so, 2000
would mark 29 years, not 25, of women
in the rabbinate. She would have been
the first woman rabbi since Regina
Jonas was ordained in Germany in
1935.

Thattherearewomenrabbissaysthat
no aspect of Jewish life is closed to
women simply because they are
women. `Religious egalitarianism' is

not merely an empty slogan - even if
there are still Reform synagogues which
do not yet practise it.
Women rabbis became possible
because Jewish women struggled to
empower themselves. If one group does
that, z.pso /czcfo, everybody has to

rethink assulnptions hitherto taken for
granted. Women rabbis, by their very
existence,haveobligedeverybody-not
just women - to rethink ingrained and
usually unexamined attitudes. If the
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unthinkingly, for Jewish prayer.
Womenrabbishavehelpedusrethink
God language and, through that, to
searching out new understandings of
spirituality. Generalisations are usually
false but I wonder if men do not tend to
see things, while women tend to see the
relationship between things. A `male'
theology talks about God, describing
and categorising. A `female' theology
focuses on relationships - speaking to
and with God. Perhaps women rabbis
have helped us refocus on the
immanence and not just the
transcendence of God. If women rabbis
symbolise religious egalitarianism, then
how we address God requires
egalitarian expression. Traditional, male
models of God - King, Master, Lord,
All Powerful - become inappropriate.
The Hebrew Bible has many other
images - God as caring, loving, a
mother weeping or suckling at the
breast. Some powerful, alternative
images have been (re)introduced into
Jewish prayer. Our religious vocabulary
has been broadened and deepened.
Empowerment in Jewish terms
means moving away from seeing things
in terms of hierarchy and power
structures, focusing instead on
cooperation, partnership. Maybe here,
too, women rabbis have shown that
`size doesn't matter.' While "more and
bigger equals better" might be a
yardstick for success in the world of
business, it may simply be irrelevant in
religious life.
My women colleagues have taught
me something about having the courage
of one's religious convictions in a firm
yet non-confrontational way. Male
Reform rabbis encounter enough

RABBI COLIN EIRER I.s jzabbz. o/Sozfffegrfe
& District Reform Synagogue and teaches at
Leo Baeck College.
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for over 75 years. Montefiore, who died
in 1938, was a pioneer in JewishChristian relations. Although his
writings on Christianity caused great
controversy among his Jewish and
Christian contemporaries,
even
Montefiore did not attempt to create a
Jewish theology of Christianity. He
limited himself to a number of
important studies on the New Testament
as well as a few short essays on Jewish
attitudes towards Christianity.
Dabra Emet represents a. new sta.ge
in the Jewish-Christian relationship.
The declaration reflects on the place of
Christianity in Jewish thought and
considers questions such as:
What was the purpose behind the
creation of Christianity?
Does the fact that Jesus was a Jew
have any implications for Jews?
What are the implications of the fact
that the followers of Jesus the Jew today
number approximately one billion
people?

THE FIRST REPLY
Edward Kessler

T:

DAY OF SEPTEMBER 1 2TH
0 will be remembered as one

the most important dates in
modem Jewish-Christian relations,
perhaps the most important since
October 28th 1965. That marked the
beginning of the sea-change in the
Catholic understanding of Jews and
Judaism. In 1965 the Catholic Church
published a hugely significant
document called IVosfra j4ezflfe, `In our

age', which called for a re-evaluation
of Christian attitudes. On September
12th 2000 another document was
published - this time calling for a
review of Jewish attitudes towards
Christianity. Over 150 Jewish scholars,
teachers and rabbis signed this
declaration entitled DczZ7ra£ E77?ef -

xpeak truth - and the broad range of
signatories, including Orthodox and
Progressive Jews, underlines its
importance. It is the first detailed
modern
cross-denominational
statement published in the name of
Jews and Judaism. The document
stressed that it was time for Jews to
learn about the efforts of Christians to
honour Judaism and to reflect on what
Judaism may now say about
Christianity.
The significance of Dczbr" Emef is
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highlighted by the lack of official
Jewish statements about the Jewish
understanding of Christianity. JewishChristian relations rarely feature in
Jewish statements and those which
discuss the subject are generally
published by one Jewish organisation
or another, such as the ULPS or RSGB.
All fail to cross denominational
boundaries.
The importance of Dczbrc/ E773eJ is

increased still further when one
considers that there is a major
imbalance between the number of
writings which consider Christian views
of Judaism and those which consider a
Jewish view of christianity. Much more
has been published on the fomier than
the latter. One thinks immediately of
Christian theologians such as Hans
Kting or Roy and Alice Eckardt who
made significant contributions to a
Christian theology of Judaism.
As far as Jewish authors are
concerned, the names of David Novck
and Eugene Borowitz come to mind.
Although all have touched on the
subject of a Jewish theology of
Christianity, none has offered a detailed
study. Claude Montefiore's call for the
creation of a Jewish theology of
Christianity has remained unanswered

In recent times, the stimulus for
Jewish-Christian dialogue has arisen,
inevitably, from the Christian side
because Christians re-awoke to the fact
that Christianity arose out of Judaism.
At the same time they began to
appreciate that Christian teaching made
a significant contribution to Jewish
suffering. Most Jews responded to the
new Christian interest with suspicion a legacy of the consequences of the
`teaching of contempt'. For the most

part, there was little desire among Jews
to engage in dialogue with Christians
and Christianity.
It was clear that, before a genuine
dialogue could begin, Christianity had
publicly to acknowledge the history of
the Church and its attitude towards the
Jews. This involved an appraisal of
Christian anti-semitism, anti-Judaism
and the significance of the Sfeocz%.

Recent
Christian
institutional
statements
have
consistently
condemned
anti-semitism
and
documents such as the 1998 Vatican
Statement, Wre jze773e77€ber, illustrate a

willingness to tackle this subject. Most
Christian theologians involved in
Jewish-Christian dialogue acknowledge
that the slaughter of 6,000,000 Jews
would not have been possible were the
roots of anti-semitism not deep within
the Christian tradition. Such views are
nearly always mentioned in the
forewords and introductions of modem
Christian whtings on Jews and Judaism,

many of which begin with a personal
reflection on this reality.
As well as the need for Christians to
face the legacy of the teaching of
contempt, there was a second subject,
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which needed to be tackled - the
establishment of the State of Israel.
There is little doubt that whilst the
Church has for many years been
grappling with issues related to
Christian anti-semitism, attitudes
towards the Land and State of Israel
have proved more difficult. Simply put,
it has been easier for Christians to
condemn
anti-semitism
as
a
misunderstandingofChristianteaching
than to come to terms with the
establishment of the Jewish State.
Nevertheless, many Christian
denominationshaveinveryrecentyears
re-examined the place of the Land and
State of Israel in Christian thouglit.
Whilst their statements unsurprisingly
exhibit
extreme
sensitivity to
Palestinian
concerns,
they
do
acknowledge the centrality of Israel to
Jews and Judaism. Thus, the Pope stated
in1984that"fortheJewishpeoplewho
live in the State of Israel and who
preserve in that land such precious
testimonies to their history and their
faith we must ask for the desired
security and the due tranquillity that is
the prerogative of every nation and
condition of life and of progress for
every society". The exchange of
ambassadors between the Vatican and
the State of Israel in 1994 and the
moving visit of the Pope to Israel in
March 2000 are symbolic of the change
in attitude alnong Christians.
As a result, the need for a Jewish
response to our Christian partners in
dialogue has become more pressing.
Although it is understandable that some
Jews look upon dialogue with an
element of mistrust, perhaps viewing it
as a veiled attempt at Christian
conversion, some Christians have
justifiably been saying, `we have made
many changes and offered new
thinking, isn't it your turn now, to
respond?'
In my view, the need for changing
attitudes and a more accurate
understanding of the other faith is not
limited to Christianity but is now also
required among Jews.
This makes the recent publication of

this the statement declares: "We believe
these changes merit a thoughtful Jewish
response."
The Statement goes on to assert eight
points:
• Jews and Christians worship the same

God
• Jews and Christians seek authority

from the same book, the Bible
• Christians can respect the claim of the
JewishpeopleupontheLandoflsrael
• Jews and Christians accept the moral

principles of Torah
• Nazism was not a Christian

phenomenon
• The humanly irreconcilable
difference between Jews and
Christians will not be settled until
God redeems the entire world as
promised in Scripture
• A new relationship between Jews and
Christians will not weaken Jewish
practice
• Jews and Christians must work
together for justice and peace.
Dczbrc/ E7„ef is the most positive

affirmationofchristianityevermadeby
a committed Jewish group. It states
unequivocally that Christians worship
the God of Israel and legitimately draw
on the Hebrew Bible - our
contradictions notwithstanding. The
statement also affirms Christian ethics
and praises the possibility of a
partnership for justice and peace.
It also assesses Christian guilt in the
Holocaust while correctly separating
Christianity from Nazism. It states:

Nazism was not a Christian
phenomenon. Without the long
history of Christian anti-Judaism
and Christian violence against
Jews, Nazi ideology could not
have taken hold nor could it have
been carried out. But Nazism itself
was not an inevitable outcome of
Christianity.
The authors and signatories have also
hadthecouragetorejecttheassumption
that dialogue results in increased
assimilation, intermarriage and
Christian missionary activity. It says:
A new relationship between

DczZ7rzc E773ef most welcome. The

Jews and Christians will not
weaken Jewish practice. An

document examines the relationship
between Judaism and Christianity and
begins by noting Christianity's historic
attitude toward Judaism: "Christians
have tended to characterise Judaism as a
failed religion or, at best, a religion that
prepared the way for, and is completed
in, Christianity." It acknowledges that in
recent
years
many
Christian
denominations have reassessed their
stanceregardingJudaismandrenounced
their historical positions. In the light of

improved relationship will not
accelerate the cultural and
religious assimilation that Jews
rightly fear. It will not change
traditional Jewish forms of
worship,
nor
increase
intermarriage between Jews and
non-Jews,norpersuademoreJews
to convert to Christianity, nor
create a false blending of Judaism
and Christianity. We respect
Christianity as a faith that
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originatedwithinJudaismandthat
still has significant contacts with
it. We do not see it as an extension
of Judaism. Only if we cherish our
own traditions can we pursue this
relationship with integrity.
ItislikelythatsomeJewswhooppose
theological dialogue will simply resist
or ignore the declaration. Others, whose
residualJewishmemorytriggersakneejerk reaction of fear and anger at
Christianity, will also refuse to go along
withitsfindings.Boththesegroupscany
the unhealed wounds of the past two
millennia.
It is also possible that Dczbre/ E772e£

will be abused by some Christian
fundamentalists in order to advance their
missionary efforts. Hopefully, however,
the declaration's emphasis on a pluralist
affimation of Judaism's eternal covenant
will be respected by even the more
extreme Christian groups. honically, this
affirmation of Christianity shows that
Judaism's vitality is undiminished. It too
can self-correct.
DczZ)7" E773ef does not claim to answer

the divine purpose behind the creation
of Christianity but does explore the
question. It suggests:

The humanly irreconcilable
difference between Jews and
Christians will not be settled
until God redeems the entire
world as promised in Scripture.
Christians know and serve God
through Jesus Christ and the
Christian tradition. Jews know and
serve God through Torah and the
Jewish tradition. That difference
will not be settled by one
community insisting that it has
interpreted Scripture more
accurately than the other; nor by
exercisingpoliticalpoweroverthe
other. Jews can respect Christians '
faithfulness to their revelation just
as we expect Christians to respect
our faithfulness to our revelation.
Neither Jew nor Christian should
be pressed into affirming the
teaching of the other community.
One of the main achievements of
Dczbr# E77eeJ is that it puts into practice

what I would describe as the
foundational principle of dialogue:
Dialogue involves a respect that takes
the other as seriously as one demands
to be taken oneself. Here is the
statement in full:

NATIONAL JEWISH
SCHOLARS PROJECT
DABRU EMET
Continued on next page
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A JEWISH STATEMENT
ON CHRISTIANS AND
CHRISTIANITY
In recent years, there has been a
dramatic and unprecedented shift in
Jewish and Christian relations.
Throughout the nearly two millennia of
Jewish exile, Christians have tended to
characterise Judaism as a failed religion
or, at best, a religion that prepared the
way for, and is completed in,
Christianity. In the decades since the
Holocaust, however, Christianity has
changed dramatically. An increasing
number of official Church bodies, both
Roman Catholic and Protestant, have
made public statements of their remorse
about Christian mistreatment of Jews
and Judaism. These statements have
declared, furthermore, that Christian
teaching and preaching can and must
be reformed so that they acknowledge
God's enduring covenant with the
Jewish people and celebrate the
contribution of Judaism to world
civilisation and to Christian faith itself.
We believe these changes merit a
thoughtful Jewish response. Speaking
only
for
ourselves
an
interdenominational group of Jewish
scholars -we believe it is time for Jews
to learn about the efforts of Christians
to honour Judaism. We believe it is time
for Jews to reflect on what Judaism may
now say about Christianity. As a first
step, we offer eight brief statements
about how Jews and Christians may
relate to one another.

Jews and Christians worship the
same God. Before the rise of
Christianity, Jews were the only
worshippers of the God of Israel. But
Christians also worship the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; Creator of
heaven and earth. While Christian
worship is not a viable religious choice
for Jews, as Jewish theologians we
rejoice that, through Christianity,
hundreds of millions of people have
entered into relationship with the God
of Israel.
Jews and Christians seek authority

from the same book -the Bible (what
Jews call ``rfl#¢4fe" and Christians
call the "old Testament"). Tulming to
it for religious orientation, spiritual
enrichment and communal education,
we each take away similar lessons: God
created and sustains the universe; God
established a covenant with the people
Israel; God's revealed word guides
Israel to a life of righteousness; and God
will ultimately redeem Israel and the
whole world. Yet, Jews and Christians
interpret the Bible differently on many
points. Such differences must always be
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respected.

Christians can respect the claim of
the Jewish people upon the land of
Israel. The most important event for
Jews since the Holocaust has been the
re-establishment of a Jewish State in the
Promised Land. As members of a
biblically based religion, Christians
appreciate that Israel was promised and given - to Jews as the physical
centre of the covenant between them
and God. Many Christians support the
State of Israel for reasons far more
profound than mere politics. As Jews,
we applaud this support. We also
recognise that Jewish tradition
mandates justice for all non-Jews who
reside in a Jewish State.
Jews and Christians accept the
moral principles of Torah. Central to
the moral principles of Torah is the
inalienable sanctity and dignity of every
human being. All of us were created in
the image of God. This shared moral
emphasis can be the basis of an
improved relationship between our two
communities. It can also be the basis of
a powerful witness to all humanity for
improving the lives of our fellow human
beings and for standing against the
immoralities and idolatries that hami
and degrade us. Such witness is
especially
needed
after
the
unprecedented horrors of the past
century.

Nazism was not a Christian
phenomenon. Without the long history
of Christian anti-Judaism and Christian
violence against Jews, Nazi ideology
could not have taken hold nor could it
have been carried out. Too many
Christians participated in, or were
sympathetic to, Nazi atrocities against
Jews. Other Christians did not protest
sufficiently against these atrocities. But
Nazism itself was not an inevitable
outcome of Christianity. If the Nazi
exterminationoftheJewshadbeenfully

successful, it would have tuned its
murderous rage more directly to
Christians. We recognise with gratitude
those Christians who risked or
sacrificed their lives to save Jews during
the Nazi regime. With that in mind, we
encourage the continuation of recent
efforts in Christian theology to
repudiate unequivocally contempt of
Judaism and the Jewish people. We
applaud those Christians who reject this
teaching of contempt and we do not
blame them for the sins committed by
their ancestors.

The humanly irreconcilable
difference between Jews and
Christians will not be settled until
God redeems the entire world as
promised in Scripture. Christians

know and serve God through Jesus
Christ and the Christian tradition. Jews
know and serve God through Torah and
the Jewish tradition. That difference
will not be settled by one community
insisting that it has interpreted Scripture
more accurately than the other; nor by
exercising political power over the
other. Jews can respect Christians'
faithfulness to their revelation just as
we expect Christians to respect our
faithfulness to our revelation. Neither
Jew nor Christian should be pressed into
affirming the teaching of the other
community.
A new relationship between Jews
and Christians will not weaken
Jewish practice. An improved
relationship will not accelerate the
cultural and religious assimilation that
Jews rightly fear. It will not change
traditional Jewish forms of worship, nor
increase intermarriage between Jews
and non-Jews, nor persuade more Jews
to convert to Christianity, nor create a
false blending of Judaism and
Christianity. We respect Christianity as
a faith that originated within Judaism
and that still has significant contacts
with it. We do not see it as an extension
of Judaism. Only if we cherish our own
traditions can we pursue this
relationship with integrity.

Jews and Christians must work
together for justice and peace. Jews
and Christians, each in their own way,
recognise the unredeemed state of the
world as reflected in the persistence of
persecution, poverty and human
degradation and misery. Although
justice and peace are finally God's, our
joint efforts, together with those of
other faith communities, will help
bring the kingdom of God for which
we hope and long. Separately and
together, we must work to bring justice
and peace to our world. In this
enterprise, we are guided by the vision
of the prophets of Israel: "It shall come
to pass in the end of days that the
mountain of the Lord's house shall be
established at the top of the mountains
and be exalted above the hills, and the
nations shall flow unto it... and many
peoples shall go and say, `Come ye and
let us go up to the mountain of the Lord

to the house of the God of Jacob
and He will teach us of His ways
and we will walk in His paths.' (Jsczz.czfe

2..2-3) .
DR EDWARD KESSLER z.a cr gr¢d#cz/e o/
Leeds, Harvard and Cambridge Universities.
He is the Executive Director Of the Centre fior
Jewish/Christian relc[tions at Cambridge.
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Bashe, Sarch and Rochl (ca 1921)

lF YOU THINK LIFE CAN BE TOUGH . . .
white-haired b¢be!s%4cr,

or

Russian
granny,
second
NO-ONE
GAVE
THEa TINY
glance. But the story of this little
woman, now in her eighties, and taken
for her daily walk between the highrise flats in the suburbs of Ashdod in
Israel, encapsulates that of many
Holocaust survivors. Sarah's life has
been exceptionally hard. The fact that
she has survived is in itself remarkable.
She was tom from her impoverished
but relatively happy family life in small
town Lithuania first to the horrors of
the Kovno ghetto and then to the
notorious Fort Nine and Stutthof
concentration camps. As the only
survivor of her entire family, she
returned to desperate poverty in postwar Vilnius and a second marriage
which gave her two daughters.
She was born into a Jewish family
on

8th

April

1914

as

Sarah

Zalmanavitsch, the middle of three
daughters, in the small Lithuanian town
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Sylvia Budd
of Jonava near Kovno, now Kaunus. Her
mother, Chana Etel Bragovsky was born
about 1884 and was the youngest
daughter of Golda Mary and Shalom
Bragovsky. Chana Etel's five siblings
all left Lithuania in the late nineteenth
century as part of the huge wave of
emigration to England and South
Africa. Following her father's death, her
mother also went to England. Family
lore has it that Chana Etel was
dissuaded from following her family to
England because she had something
wrong with a leg or foot and it was
fearedthatshewouldnotpassthehealth
examination on arrival in London. But
she was a very attractive girl, slim and
pretty with long dark hair. When she
was in her early twenties she married
Menachem Zalmanavitsch. He was a

woodsman going into the forests around
Jonava to cut timber and make up
bundles of firewood to sell. It was a
precarious existence and he often did
not make enough money to support his
wife and daughters, Rochl, Sarah and
Bashe.

Life for the young Sarah and her
sisters was very hard. The family lived
in a small wooden house near the river

Vilya with the minimum of furnishing.
It was often cold and wet. Hunger was
a constant companion. Then things got
even worse. When Sarah was only seven
years old her mother had a fall,
attributed to hunger, in which she hit
her head and died. The father struggled
on trying to bring up the girls with a
little help from neighbours and parcels
of clothing from their aunts in London.
Sarah later recalled that if a neighbour
gave them a loaf, it was a day to
remember. After a while Menachem
gave up the unequal struggle. When
Sarah was about ten she was sent to a
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children's home in Kovno. When Rochl
reached employable age, at about
twelve, she was apprenticed to a
tailoress in Kovno and later both Sarah
and Bashe followed the same path.
Rochl was about twenty when she
married Benjamin Raf in Kovno and
had three children. They lived together
with her widower father and Bashe.

Sarah also married in her early twenties
to Yinkel Lenina, who was a miller, and
the couple lived in Kovno withYinkel's
motherAlte. In the spring of 1941 Sarah
gave birth to a baby daughter called
Etele, after her mother. This was the
happiest period of Sarah's life. She was
thrilled with her small daughter.
It was not to last. In June 1941 the

Germans occupied Kovno. Sarah
recalledthatfatefulday,"Jwcrssftz72dz.ng

in the street with my three-mohih old
baby in my arms. I said to riiy husband
that we should run or the child would
be killed in my arms with me. My
hasband reptied that his mother would
stay with them and they would all stay
together. What God gives, so it will be:'
When the ghetto was established in
1941, Sarah and her family and Rochl
andherfamilytogetherwiththeirfather
and Bashe were all swallowed up by it.
The ghetto was in the old Jewish area
of Slobodka, famous for its j/es%z.v¢. At
one time it contained nearly 30,000
people, almost the entire Jewish
population of Kovno and the
surrounding area. Sarah remembered,
"We were all together in the ghetto until
the uprising. The child lived in the
ghetto in hunger until she was three
years old, a pretty clever little girl:'.
When the Soviet attack began in 1944
the Germans liquidated the ghetto using
grenades and explosives. Sarah together
with Yankel, the little girl and her
mother-in-law survived. Sarah's father
together with Rochl and her farnily and
her younger sister Bashe were all
huddled together in a basement in the
ghetto when a bomb was thrown in.
They all perished.
Some 8,000 people survived. They

Chana Etel
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were rounded up and sent to
concentration camps. Sarah spent some
time in the notorious Ninth Fort prison
near Kovno before being deported by
cattle truck. The family was separated.
The men including Sarah's husband,
Yankel Lenina, were sent to Dachau
while the women including Sarah, her
mother-in-law Alte and the little girl
were sent to Stutthof in Poland, east of
Danzig. That was the last Sarah saw of
her husband. Like 80 per cent of the
Jews in the camp, he died of
malnutrition and disease.
Although Stutthof was not an
extemiination camp, conditions there
were so harsh that a high proportion of
prisoners died from hunger and disease.
The difficult conditions of sarah's early
years had made her more able to
withstand the hardship. Somehow she
managed to survive by eking out her
daily ration of bread and sometimes
stealing raw vegetables from the nearby
fields. The women in the camp were put
to work at the horrendous task of
digging trenches with inadequate tools
to enable the Germans to hide from the
approaching Russians. One day, while
Sarah was thus employed, there was a
raid or "Afro.o#" in the camp and both
Alte Lenina and Sarah's little daughter
Continued on next page
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exceptionally bright and capable and
able to help her mother from an early
age. Both girls married young, Dora
when she was only 18 and Mira at 20,
in a dress sent by one of her English
cousins. At about the time that Mira
married in 1973, Saral and Benjamin
moved out of their old flat in the centre
of vilnius to a modem high-rise block
on the outskirts. As was the custom,
Mira and her husband Fima lived there
with them and, in the usual Soviet style,
the living room was converted into a
bedroom at night. In 1974 Mira's son
Marek was born. Sarah looked after him
so that Mira could go to college to
obtain technical qualifications and later
while she was working. Meanwhile
Benjamin's health deteriorated. He
developed heat problems and died in
September 1981 aged almost 70.

Benjcanin, Mira, Dora and Sarah (ca 1956)

Etele were killed. The camp was
liberated by the Russians in January
1945. Of some 52,000 Jewish prisoners
who had passed through stutthof only
about 3,000 survived. Sarah was one of
them.
At the end of the war, Sarah

possessed nothing more than the rags
she stood up in plus a pair of army boots
which one of the Russian soldiers had
given her and which were far too big
for her. At a transit camp somewhere in
Poland she wrote a heartbreaking letter
to her aunts in London, the sisters of
her long-dead mother. She had carried
the address in her head through all the
horrors of war. The letter, written in
Yiddish, said:-

in touch ever since. Sarch returned to
Lithuania to search for remnants of her
family. There were none. Her aunt Rosa
in London offered her a home. By then
the soviet union had Lithuania in its
iron grasp and no-one could get out. h
laterlifesarahregrettedbitterlythatshe
had not been able to join the falnily in
England.
Sarah settled in vilnius rather than
returning to Kovno. She had absolutely
nothing and it was only small gifts such
as a second-hand coat which enabled
her to survive. In this vulnerable
condition she met another survivor, the
brother of a friend from the camp,
Benjamin shvartzbart who had been in
Dachau. They married and set up home

Deczr.4%;cfs Jcz7cz.e, JIascz ¢7€d,47t7ez.e

in a flat near the old Jewish quarter of

I,z.ve %appz.J)/ fogef%er wz.ffe );o#r
Vilnius.
Although
Sarah
was
fe"sbcz7zc7s cz#d c%z./dre7c.
desperately undernourished their first
J wrz.Je ffeczf J, };oz4r #z.ecg Sczrczfe
child, a daughter, Dora, was soon born.
Zalmanavitsch am alive and am the only
Some yea.rs la,her in 1953 , a.Ithough
o7€e o/ oc!r /czfflz./}; wfeo fecrs remczz.7!ed
Sarah was not happy about it, she had a
alive. My sisters died in a terrible way.
secorLd daughter, M:ira..
Sz.773z.Jor/); 7#}/ /czffeer wczs fa.#ec7 Z7); jfee
Life for the finily continued to be
a/oody"#rderers. Fczfe%czs chose73 Zfe¢J
hard. Sarah, who was a skilled

I should remain alone, lonely. I have
also lost my husband and my little
dczzzg%£er o//c)z{r );eczrs. J %czi/e /OSJ
ever);o#e ¢7cd /I.ve o72, cz wz.dow cz72d

bere/Z. I wozj/d 1/e7.)/ ""c% /i.fre fo

needlewoman, both by hand a.nd
mac:hine, worked day a.nd right to try
to provide for the family. Benjamin was
little help as he was often ailing -a

legacy of his time in Dachau. He was

correLspo7€cJ wz.ffe );ocj, ro); deczr czc!73fF I.7€

also inclined to drown his troubles in

who7# J ccz7c/37?d co77!/orf cz#d Jo whom J
ccz7® wrz.fe.
Be we// cz7€d /z.ve feczjapz./);. J wz.sfe Pow
cz/J zfee best.

drink, when he had the money. Sarah
continued to write to her aunts in
London and they did their best to help
by sending much-needed goods and

yocjr 7ez.ecg sczrczfe za!/fflcz7cczvz.tscfe

Her aunts replied. But in the turmoil
of post-war Europe they did not receive
another letter for a long time.
Eventually contact was re-established
and the Lithuanian and English
branches of the family have remained
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medicines for them. But it was difficult

to get the goods into Lithuania. Because
of high import taxes sarah could not
affordto acceptthem.
The two girls grew up, Dora slightly
handicapped by her inauspicious
beginnings
while
Mira
was

Sarch remained in the flat with Mira's
help. Pensions in Lithuania were very
small by any standards. Mira's marriage
had not been successful and in 1985 she
was divorced. By this time Sarah
seemed settled into a routine of
housework and cooking and helping to
look after Marek. There were visits
from her elder daughter Dora who lived
nearby with her two children Gzena and
Rosa, named after Sarah's aunt Rosa.
Her wartime experiences had left Sarah
with low self-esteem and a degree of
agoraphobia. She rarely ventured
beyond her own neighbourhood and its
local shop. To encourage her to go out
and also to alert her to anyone at the
door, as she had become very deaf, the
family bought her a small dog to which
she becalne very attached.
Life still held surprises. After some
years on her own, Mira met Kolia at her
place of work and after a while brought
him home to live with her and the
finily. Sarah was unhappy about this,
partly because Kolia, of polish descent,
is not Jewish. Soon, she came to accept
Kolia because he was so helpful. In
1994 Mira and Kolia were married.
Throughout the years Sarah had
maintained contact with her mother's
family in England, originally with her
aunts Janie and Rose and later with
Janie's youngest son, David. In 1992,

quite out of the blue as far as she was
concerned, Sarah received a letter fl.om
me, Rose's granddaughter. I had for
many years longed to contact my
unknown cousins but had not known
how to do so until a chance encounter
with David provided me with the
necessary information. At first the
correspondence was slow but Sarah
enjoyed being able to write in her
sprawling Yiddish script and receiving
letters from England. Then in 1993,
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and

Life f;or the fondly

continued to be

hard. Sarah, who
was a sJalled

needlewoman, both

by hand and
machine, worked
day and highi to try
to provide f;or the

f andly. Benjanin
was little help as he

was often ailing - a
legacy Of his time in

Dachau. He was
also inclined to

drown his troubles

in drink, when he
had the money.
together with my husband Sidney, I
went to Vilnius, met all the family, and
made firm and lasting friendships with
them.
By now Lithuania had declared its
independence from the then USSR and
economic conditions had deteriorated
further. Mira lost the job that she had
held
for
some
20
years
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Kolia,

despite

engineering

qualifications, was also unemployed.
Their financial situation was dire and
Mira and Kolia together with Marek and
a friend set out to remedy it. Their plan
was to travel by train to Poland and buy
cheap sports clothing from the factories
there and smuggle it into Russia for sale
in the huge open-air market in Moscow.
This was fraught with danger, not least
from the "Moscow Mafia". There were

other problems, like the four of them
living for a year in one tiny room in
Moscow. Meanwhile Sarah was living
on her own with only Dora and Rosa
keeping an eye on her. The Russian
venture did appear to make a
considerable amount of money which
subsidised their living expenses and
gave Mira and Kolia a nest egg.
Gradually things improved. In 1995
Mira and Kolia were able to buy an old
flat in a pleasant neighbourhood in
Vilnius not `far from the old city. It
required an enormous amount of
renovation, largely carried out by Kolia
himself, to make it habitable. They
moved there early in 1996 and almost
certainly for the first time in her life,
Sarah had the luxury of a room of her
own. Moreover the flat was in a house
of only four apartments and also had a
small garden where she could sit. She
was happy to be away from the prying
and jealous eyes of her ex-neighbours.
Just when it seemed that Sarah had
settled into her new home to enjoy a
relatively comfortable old age looked
after tenderly by Mira, a remarkable
new development occurred. Her
granddaughter Rosa, like most young
Jewish people in Vilnius, had decided
to go to Israel to join her boyfriend in
1996. She wrote home that she wanted
her parents to join her there and Dora
decided that her mother should go with
them, principally it seems because she
would get better compensation for her
time in the Kovno ghetto and the
concentration camp.
It was a hard decision for Sarah. She
knew that Mira would remain in Vilnius
with her husband, and it was Mira she
had depended upon for so long. But
Sarah reasoned that Mira now had the
good flat in Vilnius as well as a newly
acquired garden plot outside the city,
while Dora had very little. By going
with Dora and pooling their funds Dora
and her family would have a better life.
So at the age of almost 83 Sarah decided
to make cz/z.j/czfe and uproot herself. Mira

had enormous misgivings but did
everything she could to complete the
complicated paperwork for Sarah's
compensation and pension. She fitted
her up with a ``trousseau" for her new

Sarch and Daniel (1997)

life despite her mother's dislike of
anything new and she gave her a
farewell party. On 9th February 1997
Mira saw her mother and sister off at
Vilnius airport with another 'plane
load of Jews going to the Promised
Land. Although Sarah probably did
not realise it, she was participating
in another mass movement of Jews
but on a lesser scale than the one
which had taken her aunts to England
a hundred years earlier.
Awaiting her in Israel was her new
baby great-grandson, Daniel, born to
Rosa the previous autumn, and her
grandson Marek. The family are now
settled in Ashdod in a spacious
apartment in an area where there are
many Russian immigrants. While
Sarah adores her great-grandson,
there have been tines when she has
suffered from the incompatible needs
of the very young and the very old.
She also missed Mira very much,
particularly as there was no way for
them to communicate with each
other. Sarah is far too deaf to use the
telephone. While she can read and
whte Yiddish and speak Russian, she
cannot read Russian script. Mira
speaks fluent Yiddish but she cannot
readorwriteYiddishscript.ButMira
has spent two winters in Israel, the
first time with Kolia when they were
both able to find work and more
recently on her own as housekeeper
for a friend's family. Now the

problems of old age are catching up
fast with Sarah with evidence of
senile decline. It is a sad end for
someone whose life has been one of
unremitting hardship and sorrow.
Perhaps there is some consolation
that she will eventually be laid to rest

in Israel .
S¥LVIA BUDD 's moffeer was Sc[rczA 's rtystf
cousin and Syivia, who is a member Of EDRS,
has recently completed a history Of her maternal grandmother's family.
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Waiter Rothschild
;aptain Shul looked around
MsloN
AlpAynvI
im at the bridge
v'EcllAD.
of the
`Millenniuln Chicken'. The Moment of

Truth was nigh. The crew looked
restless. He could understand that.

Four months they had been up here,
now. Four solid months. But soon ......

It was all a long way from Dumfries,
he thought. Born William Kirk - "Wee
Kirk" to his friends - he had never
admitted it to the rabbis on his Bezt Dz.#,
but the main motive for conversion to
Judaismhadbeentojointhelsraelispace
Programme. Everyone had denied such
athingexistedbutthathadjustmadehin
more determined. "Kirk" had not been
considered acceptable as a name, so he
had taken the comparative diminutive
name ``Shul" and, because of his limited
height, was now known as "Shtiebl"
throughout the Fleet. But he had achieved
his ambition. So far.
It had been a tough trip since they had
blasted off from Dinona. Furmy, that everyone had fallen for the cover story
that there was a secret nuclear reactor
there; no-one had seemed to notice the
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other installations until suddenly Whoosh! - the first Space Ship had
blasted out of the Negev. A stirring
moment. It looked, admittedly, more
like a sheitel than a shuttle. But that
was design for you. And they were
strong on design, those Tel Aviv
specialists. Then came the painful
disengagement, as an automatic blade
sliced round the vessel and the outer
skin fell away, enabling the main pod
to accelerate. "Get your rockets off',
as they called it. Now they were well
on their way, a mission to explore the
furthest reaches of Space - to find a
place where the Hand of Man had
Never Set Foot, a place that would be
Good for the Jews.
It was a bit like Columbus, he
thought. Columbus - "Chain" to his
friends, "Christoforo" to the Go);I.772 -

had also headed into the Unknown, to
find a haven for his fellow brethren.
Not a heaven. But he, thought Captain
Shul bitterly, had not had to cope with
the coalition.
Oh, the coalition. The politics. It had

been horrendous and the mission, as
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it was, was barely on schedule. Even
though the mission had been ultrasuper-top-secret, everyone had wanted
to be in on this first Israeli flight. And
it had taken months of behind-thescenes bargaining to reach even the
compromise that currently held. The
right wing controlled the starboard
wing. The left wing, as a balance,
controlled the port wing. Shas had
demanded the flight purser's position
for one of their men. United Torah had

pointing dramatically "is down there!"

They had agreed - eventually - that
Shas could use the bottom deck, other
Hczredz.7# the centre deck, Modern
Orthodox the poop and Cfe¢bcc7 the top
deck. The Progressives had agreed to
compromise, as usual, and had their
own little facility in the paint locker, for
which they had to pay rent to the mess
funds. Oh boy. It was tough,
commanding Jews.
"Levine, where are we?" Levine

created a terrible fuss about "41/oc7¢fe
Zarah.' aLnd C`Avodat Kochavim" a,nd

grunted, "Isaiah 55, verse 9, I'm

their man had refused to serve as
navigator
because
of Isaiah's
prohibition on calculating by the stars.

wristband electronic rcz7€czfrfe. "Isaiah

(Isa. 47:13). Even his landlady had

dawening" and went back to his
devotions. Shul sighed and spoke to his
55 :9?". "As the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are my ways higher than
your ways, and my thoughts than your
thoughts", responded the electronic

"Yerushalayimshelmatait'-]e;ru:saho;ho;n[L

below. And so the best brains in the
country had been searching for ways to
reach a. ¢¢Yerushalayim shel malah:' Jerusalem on high. Mindful of the
dreadful precedent of the Tower of
Babel, an idea for a double-deck land
built on a series of towers and pillars
had soon been dropped. Besides, both
the Israelis and the Palestinians would
have wanted to be on the upper deck.
America wanted to get out of the Middle
East Peace Process with at least some
dignity and had reluctantly realised this
meant "Paying for a Piece of
Jerusalem". So a bit of help from NASA
had been surreptitiously provided and
now . . . and now, as Commodore
Goldberg had told him, "We can
circumcise the universe on our own.

wanted a place for her nephew - "he's
so bright, he gets As at the school" and the lad was now a midshipman not because he was his landlady's
nephew but purely because he was the
mayor's grandson. And most of the
foreign Zionist interference had died
down once they had re-read their faxes
and realised a Space SbiE and not a
Space S±Qp was being constructed.
They had eventually dealt with the

voice. "Levine, that's no good. This is
an order. It looks dark on the screen, I
need a course."
Levine glanced up once more. "Isaiah
60, verses 2 and 19", he snarled, and
went back to his horizontal s%ocfe/z.#g.

Maybe this is time for a A4lz./czfe-ennium
Mission."

Shul snarled in turn at his wristband,
which promptly came up with ``For
behold, darkness shall cover the earth,

below.

sfeczbbcz/ issue and whether the ship

andthickdarknessthepeoples........The

would have to stop regularly by getting
both Chief Rabbis to agree that "the
Heavens are the Heavens of the Lord"
and "A thousand years are like a day to
You", so that timing was less specific
in an eternal framework. The artificial
flavoured nourishment tubes came with
three different %echsfeers -kosher labels
- for different crew members.

sun shall no more be your light by day,
nor for brighthess shall the moon give
light to you by night."
A fat lot of good. Shul took the
control stick himself and waved it until
a supernova came into view. At Waap 2
he steered the ship towards the glowing
ball of gas. "Lieutenant Levine, Isaiah
60, chapter 1!" he called out. Levine
rose with a jerk and rushed to his post gasped as he saw the nova almost filling
the screen. With a few quick button-taps
he reversed the ship and steered it clear.
"Why did you do that, sir?" he asked -

So far only one member of the crew
had withdrawn from the coalition. That
was one thing, at least, that he had been
able to demand, as commander of the
mission. Anyone who resigned would
have to leave the ship and take one of
the escape pods back to Earth. Only one
had called his bluff. The rest of the crew
had watched, awed and horrified, at
what had happened. Crew discipline
had been a lot tighter after that. There
were times when a captain needed to
be able to use a screwdriver, for the
greater good. And no-one had really
missedthevictim-therewere,afterall,
enough Russians on board and they had
to lean that the time for Refusing was
past......

Shul checked his space log.
"Lieutenant Levine?" "Yes Sir!" Levine

was lying face down on the floor of the
bridge, muttering to hinself. That had
been another hard-fought compromise.
Four separate groups had demanded the
right to pray in four different directions.
It had been hell in the mess. The captain
had summoned them to the bottom
deck. "Jerusalem", he informed them,
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if asking was the right word. "I needed
your attention", replied Shul a trifle
smugly. "And two can play Quotations.
"Arise, shine, for your light has come".
And now set me a course for the Davidic
Constellation. Full speed."
"Yes, Sir", said Levine. "It will take
at least three and a half hours, Sir. It's a
long way. Psalm 104, verse 2. `Who hast
stretched forth the heavens like a tent' .
Sir."

The crew didr't realise it; at least, he
hoped not, despite the engineer's
brother-in-law working in the Treasury
- but there was a significance to the
timing of this mission. If the Peace
Process kept breaking down and if the
loonies who had not reacted in January
2000 were to react in January 2001 thus ending for another thousand years
the arguments about when a
Millennium actually started - well,
things could get hot in the

But the timing was vital. The
armouncement of a new Jewish Galaxy
would have to be made in time to
forestall any messianic madness down
He settled back in the captain's chair.
It was not long before the fabled
constellation came within screen
distance. Fourteen Stars of David, of
different sizes, orbiting a medium-sized
sun. If the conditions were right, it
would be perfect. One planet for almost
each political party. Each with a
different length of sfeczz7bczz.

Musing to himself, he woke with a
start as the shapely - no, scz/fz.g Lieutenant Bronstein
on the
communications desk beeped him.
"Captain Shul, Comms. here - we
detect Life signs, Sir." "More", he
leaned forward. "Just bringing it on
screen now, Sir", she replied, and a
second later the screen filled with an
inage of such horror that . . . well, no
training had prepared any of the crew
for this sight. The Being stared
malevolently at hint. ``Vot you vont ?"

it grmted.

``This is Captain Shul of the
`Millennium Chicken'. We come in

peace. We seek only to explore."
"Tough", leered the Creature. Stubble

covered all that was not covered by dark
glasses and a checkered scarf. "Too,
late. Ve are here first. This system is now
a part of United Palestine! And always
has been!"

It was, thought Shut, going to be a
long Millennium ..... I
RABBI WALTER ROTHSCHILD I.s cz
graduate Of Cambridge University and the Leo
Baeck College. He was rabbi Of Sinai Synagogue Leeds for a decade bef;ore moving to
Berlin where he and his family now live and
where he is Liberaler Gemeinderabbiner.
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=u:lou##l:dri= Centre for Jewish-Christian Relations

Offers an
MA degree in Jewish-Christian Relations
in Cambridge
The programme is intended to deepen the knowlege and
awareness of students who already possess some background
in theology, Jewish studies, or a related field or who have
equivalent experience.

The accessible and challenging programme includes:
•
Jewish and christian Responses to the Holocaust
•
Jewish-Christian Relations in Europe in the 20th century
•
Jewish and christian Biblical Interpretation

Research Mphil and PhD degrees also available.
> Next entry points: February & September 2001
> Students of all ages and backgrounds welcomed.
> Some scholarships available.
> The MA is also available by distance leaming.
For further information, please contact:
Director of Studies, Centre for Jewish-Christian Relations

Wesley House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge C85 8BJ
Telephone: 01223 741048/49 E-mail: mjw48@cam.ac.uk

Website: www.cjcr.org.uk

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne
in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LElh7IS GOLDHN & CO
Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313
FACSIMILE: 020 7580 2179

EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA Graham Kinch

Bogod Group plc
are pleased to support
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their total of `sfez.cfre' for the evening.

Regina' s husband did eventually die of
a heart attack, in his own bed, some
years after the war.
In 1960 I spent three months
working in a Paris hospital, eating
meals in starred restaurants. I was a
bachelor, had been awarded a generous
scholarship and had my own salary
from the National Heart Hospital, so I
was relatively flush. As a change from
eating at Le Grand Velour, I would slip
round to Auntie's flat for some home
cooking. You cannot get chopped liver
or froez.dJczc% at Le Grand Velour.

HOW GOLDENBERG
SNATCHED BACK HIS
PARIS RESTAURANT

The next time I went, she was lying
on her bed with patches over her eyes
to which wires were attached coming
from a small electronic box on the
bedside table. At first I thought she had
gone blind but her eyesight was normal
and sh.e explained that she had a stroke,
had weakness down one side, and her
doctors had recommended stimulation
of the cerebral blood flow by means of
minor electric shocks applied to the
eyes. An unusual therapy, not exactly a
sovereign remedy for stroke. She had
been given no physiotherapy or
exercises.

I made her get up and walk round
the table between each course, between
the gefilte fish and the eingedempte
meat, between that and the /ocds%e73

David Mendel

pudding and between the pudding and
the coffee. I bought her a pair of
knitting needles about a centimetre
thick and ordered her to knit me a scarf.
She took up the new therapy eagerly
and put the oculo-cerebral stimulator
in the back of a cupboard. With her
enthusiasm she made excellent
progress and the grey soft woollen
scarf she made me was a treasured
possession for years until it was stolen.

I often think of that scarf - and of
Auntie.

UNCLE' S FAMILY LEFT
oland at the end of the 19th
3ntury and stopped off in
Paris before coming to Britain. One of
his sisters, Regina, married there and
lived in Paris to the end of her days.
Aunt Regina was a darling. As soon
as I started going to France I would
visit her. She lived in a flat in what
looked like an old sweat shop in a rundown building in a scruffy road - the
Rue des Rosiers. That was the French
Petticoat Lane. She had a tough life.
Her husband never earned a decent
living and she would flog leather goods
in street markets across the city to earn
enough to educate their two children.
The daughter grew up to be a very
elegant woman, married a Frenchman
- who like me was a second or third

Mi
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generation native - and they lived in
the suburbs - again like me. The son
was what would then have been called
a rotter. He actually stole his mother's
hard-earned cash from her bag and was
sliding into a low life when the war
came. He joined the Maquis and there
is a plaque to his memory in a street in
Marseilles, where he was shot. He
would not be the first social misfit to
end up a war hero.
One night during the war, the
Gemlans knocked on the door of Aunt
Regina's flat and her husband told her
not to open it. `If they want me, let
them break in and fetch me. I will die
in my own bed'. The Germans kept on
knocking but by some miracle they
gave up, went away and never returned.
Perhaps they had already achieved

Last month I went back to Paris to
take part in a conference on Primo
Levi. I had a meal at Le Grand Velour
on the first night and, though it was
still great - they lost their third star,
and were striving desperately to get it
back - somehow it did not come over
as sensationally as it did in the '60s
when it had been a unique experience.
It is not any worse but it is no longer as
unusual.
Next day I went to see Auntie's old
flat in the Rue des Rosiers which is a
stone'sthrowfromthebestironmonger
in the world, in the basement of the
Bazaar de l'Hotel de Ville, or BIIV as
the locals call it. The whole area - the
Marais, where the Pompidou centre is

- has been upgraded, like Covent
Continued on next page
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Garden. Museums and expensive shops
and restaurants have given it a totally
new air. It is unrecognisable. But
somehow Rue des Rosiers and its
immediate
surroundings
have
remained a Jewisb ghetto, full of
kosher butchers, shops selling Hebrew
books and Yiddish and Hebrew
newspapers, fe¢//I.# and Torah bells,
synagogues, schools and even a
minimarket, about the size of an
average living room with a bearded
man in a flat hat andpeyes sitting at the
tiny cash desk reading a Hebrew book.
I went into a kosher butcher and
asked him if he remembered Auntie
and he said he thought he did but
nowadays his memory was not great.
Opposite there was a restaurant called
Goldenberg's, founded, it said, in
1924. It is now rated one of Europe's
best Jewish restaurants. I asked the
boss if he remembered Auntie but she
didn't have the kind of money which
allowed her to eat in restaurants. He
was about ten when the war broke out
and his father's restaurant was forcesold for a pittance to an Aryan. They
spent the next years hopping from the
unoccupied to the occupied zones
according to which rumour about their
relative safety was prevalent. Anyway,
it was better to keep on the move, even
though it made it harder to Cam a
living. Towards the end of the war, his
father was growing desperate and did
not believe he could keep it up much
longer. He managed to get the boy into
a convent, where he stayed until the
war ended but he and his wife were
murdered by the Germans.
At the end of the war at the age of
about seventeen he got back to Paris
and went to court to get the restaurant
back. The court agreed his claim and
gave him a piece of paper showing that
he was the rightful owner. He went to
the restaurant and showed the court's
ruling to the Aryan owner, who told
hin to go to hell. He tried the police
and the Municipality but they did not
feel able to help him. He thought that
as he had lost his restaurant by force he
would get it back by force. He collected
his cousin, who was a huge youth, and
procured two revolvers. They went
back to the restaurant and told the
Aryan that if he did not get out in two
minutes, they would blow his brains
out. He went. A terrorist's bomb
exploded in the restaurant in 1982 with
the loss of six lives.
Before the war, there were
approximately 200,000-300,000 Jews
in France, about the sane number as in
Britain, although a higher proportion
of the French community had been
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The Morals, where

the Pompidou

centre is - has
been apgraded, like
Covehi Garden.
MIAseums and

expensive shops

and restaurants
have given

it a totally
new air. It is

unrecoghisable. But

somehow Rue des
Rosters and its

immediate

there for a longer tine - in fact since
the Spanish Inquisition. Most of these
Jews, like those in the East End either
moved out to the suburbs or to Israel or
were killed by the Germans. When
France lost her Affican colonies, there
was a huge influx of pz.ecJs IVoz.rs -as
the colonials of French descent took up
their right to live in the mother country.
Among them, there came a large influx
of Pz.ec7s ./c/I/s. There are now 800,000
Jews in France, making it the largest
Jewish population in Europe with the
exception of Russia.
These Jews, unlike their British or
earlier French confreres, seem to have
no ambition to move into suburbia,
maybe because they gain strength from
association and because it reminds
them of the Sc{frfe. While they are not
exactly like the Ashkenazi Jews who
once lived in the East End of London

- felafel predominates over pickled
herring - they are sufficiently alike to
give the Rue des Rosiers a lively,
happy atmosphere which reminds me
very much of petticoat Lane before the
war. I had thought that this type of
colrmunity had disappeared with the
Nazis but clearly it is not so. I think
Auntie would have been pleased with
the evolution of the Rue des Rosiers.
Somehow it denies the Nazis their

`achievement'|

DAVID MENDEL refj.red as a cczrdz.a/ogisf I.H
1986. He took a degree course in Italian c[nd
since then has been writing, translating, broad~
casting and lecturing on Italian matters. He is

curently giving a series Of lectures on his friend
c[nd hero Primo Levi at the Spiro Ark.

surroundings have

remained a Jewish
ghetto, f lull Of

kosher butchers ,
shops selting
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Yti ddish and Hebrew
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and Torah bells.
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ABBI WOLFF (A44IVIVH 69)

attributes
"notoriety" to
Stephan K6rner's deatb and
says that he "knew . . . little about
ultimate values". We may and often
ought to judge a deed but never the
doer, for we can never stand where he
stands. Stephan and Edith (Diti)
K6mer served others with devotion,
courtesy, good hulnour and principled
constancy, in a variety of fields
of activity, reaching beyond any
"closed . . . circle". Each is the author

of much good that remains to us and I
for one am grateful for their lives of

nobility .
Jeffrey Boss
Stroud, Gloucestershire
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those chilly cemetery prayer halls
THERE
I WAS
IN word
ONEofOF
following
every
the
Orthodox cantor's chant. As he came to
the point where the son of the lady we

William Wolff

had just buried was to say faczddz.s%, he

went on chanting the next item. When
we came to the second frczddz.s'fe, he

[he latest Palestinian uprising
THE against
BIGGEST
the State
CASUALTY
of Israel remains
OF
as yet unacknowledged. It is the link that
hasboundlsraelistoAnglo-Jewryandthe
rest of world Jewry. The events of this

last autumn and early winter have
exposed that to be frazzled and fragile.
To the fury of some, the sadness of
othersandthepuzzlementofmanyinour
leadership, "solidarity" trips to Israel
have been sparse. Places on those that
have taken place were hard to fill. The
instant and automatic statements of
support for the Israeli goverrment, issued
by the Anglo-Jewish leadership, have
sounded as out of place as a Purim shpiel

on Yon Kippur. They have certainly not
been convertible into planeloads of
people and mail bags full of cheques.
The increasing detachment of the bulk
of Anglo Jewry -and indeed American
Jewry - from events in Israel need not
have come as such a surprise to our
leadership. It has taken place over
decades. Only a handful of ideologues
and those whose children live in Israel
have remained tuned in to the sound of
every gun fired and bomb exploded in
Israel and Palestine. The rest have
become so increasingly detached for the
simple reason that our needs, aims and
circumstances are so utterly different
from those of the people of Israel. And
the bulk of that people itself feels little
kinship with us.
The bonus of recent events is that this
widening gulf between Israel and the
diaspora is now as clear as the Jerusalem
sky on a crisp January moming. And the
facing of reality is always the best basis
for the formulation of future policy.
Recent events also raise more sharply
than ever the question of what we Jews
are. Not a people, as the French and the
British are peoples. Not a religious
community, as Roman Catholics are a
world-wide religious community - most
Jews are in any case no longer religious.
And not linked by a common ethnicity,
as witness the vast difference between
Yemenites and Yekkes - German Jews and Jews of Iranian and Lithuanian
descent.
So the myths by which we have lived
in the past are unravelling And that,
ultimately, may heal more than it now
hurts.
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skipped over that again. And the son left
the cemetery without once having said
hac}dz.Ffe - which he was both entitled and
prepared to do.
He was denied the sacred act because
there were fewer than ten people in that
hall, let alone ten males. In strict
%¢/cz4fe¢fe, the cantor, an otherwise kindly

man, was perfectly correct.
But given the emotional import the
faczcJdz.s% has acquired over the centuries,

the cantor's humanity cut out at this
critical moment.
And humanity remains the top of
Judaism's virtues.

#

star Mick Jagger, Jerry Hall,

the model
mother of some
WHv ARE
Tlmand
AGEING
pop
of his children, and Madorma, the singer
whoisstillinherprime-just-allpaying
big bucks to a new breed of guru rabbis
to lean about Kabbalah, the obscure
Jewish mysticism? Madorma even went
to the final absurdity of having her son
christened one day and getting manded
the next - because it was the first day of
Chanukah. And that was supposed to
make it luckier than any old Friday or
Tuesday.
One reason for this meteoric
7#eLs7ic/ggczf is that Mick and Madonna

want nothing to do with the deeperjoys
and disciplines of mainstream Judaism,
like abstaining from work every s%czbbaz

and from lobster every time they go to
their favourite restaurant.
And the other is that they have a lot
more money than sense.

#
life is the fact that I never rated a
mention
in HOLES
the will IN
of MY
the
0NE OF
TEE BIG
Honourable Lily Montagu. For all that, I
suddenly found myself the other week
hugely euriched by her legacy. Some
eighty years ago she set up the West
Central Synagogue, on the fringes of the
clothing shops and workshops of West
London. Its purpose was to offer s%¢bbczf

moming services on Saturday aftemoons
to the hundreds of Jewish women
working behind the counters or in the
sweatshops.
"Miss Lily" has been dead for nearly
four decades, the sweat shops have long
since closed ind the others are open all

day. But West Central's morning services
in the afternoon go on triumphantly.
TheonewhichIledrecentlywasmade
memorablebyRabbiJuliaNeuberger,the
congregation's new president. With
barely a moment's notice she was called
up to read the fzcz/foro%, the weekly
instalment from the prophetic whtings.
ItwasanabstrusepassagefromZechariah
and she accompanied it with an
impromptu flow of comments and
explanations of sustained brilliance. It
was a display of scholarship, both deep
and accessible, that other congregations
would be lucky to hear once in ten years.
Her day job has now taken her out of
the Jewish community. But even in that
post - as head of the King's Fund, the
number one health service "think tank"
in this country - she continues to be
known as Rabbi Neuberger.
The nature of her future role in AngloJewrymaybeunpredictable.Thefactthat
there will always be a communal role for
her, as individual and as fruitful as "Miss
Lily's", is happily beyond doubt.
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LATEST INSTALRENT OF
pig problem goes to the heart

ewish life. Scientists now tell
usthatthetissueofthesegruntinganinals
is the one which most closely matches
that of human beings. So is it kosher to
transplanttheorgansofapigintoaJewish
chest or turrmy?
All halalchists agree that, so long as we
do not eat their meat, we can use pigs in
any way we like. There has never been a
has%77tf problem about wearing pig skin

jackets, trousers or handbags. Tissue
transplants have been declared equally
kosher.
And that worries me acutely. If my
heart ever gets as slack as the elastic in
mypants,whatwoulditdotomybighead
if a recycled pig's heart started beating
in my chest? I would rather be trayfe
and stick with my own worn out organ.
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Israel to get the Israeli point of view
across to the British media was the Radio
Four reporter Martin Stott. On his return
he broadcast the most moderate and
persuasive statement I have yet heard of
the Palestinian case.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.a mz.#z.s'fer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He previously served both
Liberal and Roform congregations in Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon Tyne.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and started
his full time rabbinate as an assistartt to Rabbi
Hngo Gryn at the West London Syragogue. He was
a Fleet Street jou:rnalist bofbre he became a rabbi.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

8th January - 16th February 2001
An Exhibition of Works on Paper
by Julie Held

AF]T COUFISES
Ten week daytime courses with Jackie King-cline commence 9th January
Tuesdays 10,00am -12.30pm and 2.00pm -4.30pm

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz commences 1 OthJanuary
Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm

